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INT. SCROLL

A blue glowing ball with wings and red glowing ball with  
faces carry giant scroll onto screen. The scroll reads, 
“After the war in heaven all fallen angels were called 
demons. The demons live in a prison called hell, only to be 
released by mankind.

The demon when release take over humans flesh to walk on 
earth. Six times before all of the demons have escaped and 
tried to take over the world. God chose six champions from 
the past to fight the demons sending them back to hell saving 
mankind from Armageddon.

These chosen humans were called champions of God and now the 
great creator must chose the seventh.” 



INT. GOD’S THRONE ROOM. DAY



A giant glowing light sits on his throne and talks with the 
Dark lord in spiritual form of a black cloud.

DARK LORD:
Why do you care for that plague you 
call humankind. All they do is 
destroy everything you’ve made for 
them. What about us the demon who 
are stuck in hell.



GOD:



Why do you hate humankind so much. 
You talk about how they destroy 
everything I give them but who 
fault is that Dark lord. My first 
creation and yet you still haven’t 
learn anything after being in hell 
so long.



DARK LORD:
That doesn’t matter now. When one 
of your humans opens the portal to 
hell releasing a demon. We all will 
be ready to enslave mankind and 
then take over the earth.

GOD:



Remember that I will chose one 
human to fight against you and your 
army of fallen angels. 
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(MORE)

EXT. BATTLE IN FRONT OF TREE. NIGHT

The Black Ghost is a Black male that is twenty five years 
old. The Black Ghost stands in front of twenty cloned demons 
in Helcorp uniforms next to a giant tree. The Black Ghost 
looks up towards the sky and yells.

BLACK GHOST:



Holy Spirit Enlighten Me!

A blue glowing ball with wings floats from the sky and goes 
inside the Black Ghost. The Black Ghost pulls the sword of 
light out of it’s clear case on his back and runs towards the 
cloned demons at the speed of light. 



The Black Ghost jumps to appear over top of the cloned demons 
and throws the sword down to the ground in the middle of the 
cloned demons. The sword‘s blade sticks into the ground. The 
Black Ghost falls from the sky and lands on the sword’s 
handle. The Black Ghost and the archangel channel their 
spiritual energy through out the Black Ghost’s body.

BLACK GHOST:



Ahhhhhhhhhh!
ARCHANGEL:



Ahhhhhhhhhh!

A blue glowing ball of energy surrounds the Black Ghost’s 
body.



BLACK GHOST:



Spiritual explosion!

The Black Ghost releases glowing blue ball destroying the 
cloned demons flesh. Twenty red glowing balls with faces 
float in the night sky and vanish. A blue glowing ball with 
wings floats out of the Black Ghost’s body and fly’s off into 
the night sky. The Black Ghost jumps onto the ground pulling 
the sword out of the ground and walks under the giant tree 
saying a poem.



BLACK GHOST:



Man has evolved unable to reach 
that very next step. Clouded by 
judgement centered only to self. 
Making us blind to Satan’s lie, 
that he has never been alive. 
Believing in hopes of promises 
made, from a government designed to 
lead you a stray. God so high 
beyond the sky gave his son up just 
to die. As we think were so unique 
better than any animal as far as 
the planet can see. 
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BLACK GHOST:(cont'd)This is the taint evil will give 
making your soul die from with in. 
Out of the shadows shall come light 
that will stand up for the right. 
Champion of God is the title 
attained by the Black Ghost who 
will began to fight, against the 
dark lord and his demon army with 
all my might.

The Black Ghost jumps onto a tree branch in the giant tree. 
The cross on the Black Ghost chest starts to glow through his 
ninja outfit as a blue glowing head with claws comes out of 
the glowing cross. The Black Ghost takes off his ninja mask 
and talks. 

BLACK GHOST:



My name is Marquis Malone a father, 
who lost everything I loved. Inside 
of me was a monster and it was 
powerful. That monster is my soul 
and it seems to have a mind of it 
own. Let me take you to that night 
the monster and I were chosen to be 
the Champion of God.                                                                        



EXT. THE SCHOOL PARING LOT. NIGHT 

Six black men stand by two cars in a school parking lot. Two 
men have black bags in their hands. Some one opens the trunk 
of a car next to the six men.

MOE:



Who’s that over there going for the 
trunk of the car?



Moe pulls out a gun and fires. The gun shot echo’s in the 
air. The two men with black bags talk to each other. 

GUY:



What did he just do? That guy 
wasn’t with us. 

DRE:



Haw what’s done is done we can’t 
change that, know lets switch these 
bags and get out of here.

The two men switch the bags. The six men gets into two cars 
and drive off. A seven year old black boy lays on the ground 
with a bullet in his back and uses his last breath to say a 
prayer.
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JUNIOR:
Lord please do not let my father do 
anything stupid. Because you and I 
both know he’s going to go crazy.  
Please let him understand that I’m 
coming home to be with you and he 
should be proud of that instead of 
angry.

EXT. LORD ON A CLOUD. NIGHT



The lord in the form of a giant ball of glowing light seats 
on a cloud listening to the boy’s prayer as tears falls from 
his eyes. The lord yells across the sky to the Holy Spirit.



LORD: 
Holy Spirit shine your wonder light 
on that little boy who used his 
last breath to ask me to help some 
one other than himself. Let him 
know that his prayer will be 
answered.



EXT. JUNIOR. NIGHT



Rain falls on the school parking lot. The gold light of the 
Holy Spirit shines on the little boy’s body. The boy looks at 
the sky, smiles and then closes his eyes.



INT. BAD NEWS. NIGHT

Marquis Malone sits on the bleachers in the school gym 
looking around. 

MARQUIS: (THINKING TO HIMSELF)



I wonder where my son is at. 
Knowing that boy, he’s somewhere 
playing around having fun like he 
always does. 



A woman comes in the school gym shouting.



WOMAN: 
There is a child lying outside dead 
in the parking lot and the police 
are out there with the body! 



Marquis jumps off of the bleachers and runs out of the gym.
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MARQUIS: (THINKING TO HIMSELF)



No it couldn’t be my boy. The only 
thing I had left since his mother 
died five years ago today.

EXT. SCHOOL PARKING LOT. NIGHT



Five Police officer stand around the boy’s body with their 
heads lowered sadly looking at the boy. Marquis runs to his 
son and falls onto his knees. Marquis grabs his son in his 
arms and starts to cry. Marquis looks at sky and yells. 



MARQUIS: 



Why has this happen to Junior. How 
could you take him from me also. My 
boy that sweet little boy, will not 
have died in vain. I vow to find my 
son’s killer and destroy him 
myself.

Lighting strikes across the sky as rain falls down harder. 
Marquis lets his son go and grabs his chest in pain.

MARQUIS:



Why does, my chest hurts, like 
something, inside of me, is 
clawing, at my chest, to be, set 
free.



INT. HOME. NIGHT

Marquis stands in the living room holding a picture of his 
wife and son crying. Marquis looks at the ceiling and yells.

MARQUIS:



Why God did you take my family away 
from me. I’ve always tried to be a 
good man. Why do you hate me so 
much! Why!

Marquis falls onto his knees crying as he hold his chest in 
pain. The picture of his family falls by Marquis side onto 
the floor. 

MARQUIS:



This rage inside, of me hurts, so 
bad. The pain, from this monster, 
keeps clawing, at my chest.

A blue glowing ball with wings floats from the ceiling and 
stands next to Marquis. The angel talks to Marquis.
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ANGEL:
Why do you blame God for what man 
has done to you. That pain inside 
of your chest is the soul hurting 
from the lost of love.



Marquis looks up at the blue glowing ball with wings and 
falls onto his back onto the floor in terror. 



ANGEL:
Do not be afraid of me. Please 
stand next to me so I may answer 
your question.



Marquis stands next to the angel and they talk.



ANGEL:
God had nothing to do with your 
family’s death. Man was given free 
will to think for themselves. Stop 
blaming God for what the great one 
has not done. You have been chosen 
because of your son who the lord 
loves very much. But first you must 
go on a test that will prove if you 
are ready to be God’s chosen 
champion.



MARQUIS:



What test and what do you mean I’m 
God’s chosen.



ANGEL:
All things will be shown to you 
soon.



The angel fly’s into the ceiling and vanishes.



INT. HOME. MORNING



Marquis wakes up as he thinks about his son.

MARQUIS: 



This has to be a bad nightmare and 
when I get out of this bed my son 
will be in his room sleeping.



Marquis jumps out of the bed and run into his son’s room. 
Marquis goes and sits on his son’s bed and cries.
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MARQUIS:



Why has this happen to me. Why is 
my son died! It’s not fair I want 
my son back. 



( Phone rings)



Marquis runs to the phone in the living room and answer it. 
Marquis acts surprise to hear Chandra talking to him on the 
phone.

MARQUIS:



Hello.

CHANDRA: 



Just listen uncle Marquis, my 
boyfriend and his two friends came 
home last night acting real 
strange. I came down stairs and 
over heard them talking about some 
guy that got shot by the people 
they were buying drugs from. When I 
watch the news this morning I 
couldn’t stop crying when I seen 
you holding Junior. This is why I 
had to call you to let you know 
about what’s going on and to tell 
you sorry. Please don’t hurt my 
boyfriend, because I know they 
didn’t have anything to do with 
Junior’s death.

MARQUIS:



Chandra I still need to get some 
information about my son killer 
from one of them.



CHANDRA: 



Go after Donta because he is quick 
to talk. He’s the type of person 
who would tell you anything to save 
himself. He lives at 571 Madison 
ave.



Marquis hangs up the phone and stands with a puzzled look on 
his face.



EXT. DONTA’S HOUSE. AFTERNOON

Marquis goes and knocks on the front door. Donta is a twenty 
year old black man. Donta opens the door. Marquis pushes 
Donta into the door and places his elbow in Donta’s throat. 
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Marquis knees him in the private area and checks Donta for 
weapons. Marquis talks to Donta as he lets his elbow off 
Donta’s throat a little bit.

MARQUIS: 



One, who killed that boy last night 
and two, where can I find them at?

DONTA:
Look man, it wasn’t me. Crazy Moe 
shot that kid last night. He lives 
in Jackson, Detroit. 



MARQUIS:



Remember you never saw me. If you 
do say anything I know where to 
find you and next time I want be as 
nice.



DONTA:
Man I won’t say nothing. Just don’t 
let Moe know it was me who told you 
where to find him.



Marquis lets Donta go and runs getting into his car driving 
off. 



INT. TOM’S HOUSE. EVENING

Marquis and Tom sits on a couch and talks.

MARQUIS:



Tom I have to find out who Moe is. 
From what I here he lives in 
Jackson, Detroit.



TOM:



I have family in that same area of 
Detroit. Let me give them a call.

Tom gets on the phone and talks.



TOM:



Hello cousin Twain this is Tom and  
I need to ask you a question.



TWAIN: 
What’s going on Tom.

TOM:



Have you ever heard of this guy 
named Moe.
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TWAIN:
Moe, that punk killed some of our 
family members and the police can’t 
prove it but we all know he did.



TOM:



How crazy is that. Me and my friend 
will be on the next bus to Detroit.

Tom hangs up the phone and talks with Marquis.



TOM:



My cousin said that this guy name 
Moe killed some of our family 
members down in Detroit.

MARQUIS:



How do we know if this guy is the 
person who killed my son.

TOM:



How many guys can there be named 
Moe who lives in Jackson, Detroit. 

INT. FAMILY HOME. NIGHT



Marquis, Tom and Tom’s cousins sit around the table in the 
dinning room.



MARQUIS:



I’m not hungry so please excused me 
why I go lay down.



Marquis goes upstairs to a room and changes clothes. Tom 
knocks on the door of the room.



(Knock)

Tom and Marquis talks.



TOM:



Marquis where our you on your way 
to. 



MARQUIS:



To find the devil so he can be sent 
back to hell where he belongs.



TOM:



We should get a good night sleep 
and go looking for Moe in the 
morning.
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MARQUIS:



To Hell with that. 

TOM:



Look Junior was my God son and I 
know it hurts but we had a long 
trip and we both need some rest.



MARQUIS:



Your right I will get some sleep 
and we can go find Moe tomorrow.

Tom leaves and Marquis lays down on the bed and looks at the 
ceiling.



MARQUIS:



Don’t worry Junior I will find the 
man who took you away from me and 
then I will punish him for all this 
pain he has cause us.



Marquis falls sleeps and has a strange dream. A blue glowing 
ball with wings talks to Marquis.

ANGEL:
The only way to get justice is not 
by killing for revenge. Open your 
soul to this thought maybe you 
could capture the man instead. This 
will be the test I told you about. 
If you past the test, God will ask 
for you to help to save mankind. 
Look at the ceiling.

The hand of the blue glowing ball points up into the air and 
shows Marquis his wife and son looking down on them waving 
their hands. Tears run down Marquis’s face as he waves back. 
The angel takes his hand out of the air as the son and wife 
vanishes. 

MARQUIS:



Please bring them back.



ANGEL:
No

The angel points down to the floor as Marquis looks down to 
see a dark hot pit. Marquis feels flames burning his skin as 
he hears the sounds of people in pain. The angel talks to 
Marquis.
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ANGEL:
This is were you will be if you 
kill the man who killed your son.

The angel fly’s into the ceiling and vanishes.



INT. TAKE A WALK. MORNING

The next morning Marquis wakes up checking his body. Marquis 
gets out of the bed and gets dressed. Marquis runs down the 
stairs and out the front door. Marquis closes the front door 
and walks down the street until stopping at a gun store. 



Marquis goes into the store to see a forty five year old 
black woman and a old forty five year old Latin man looking 
at him. The Old couple talks to Marquis.



SHERRY:
My name is Sherry and that is my 
husband Jose. I'm sorry about your 
little boy Marquis.

MARQUIS: (THINKING TO HIMSELF)



How did she know about what 
happened to my son and my name.



SHERRY:
I know you're wondering how we knew 
about what happen to your son. We 
were watching the news when your 
story came on and what had happen 
was so sad. It brought back 
memories of our daughter.

JOSE:



This guy named crazy Moe is always 
around when murders happens but 
never gets charged with any crimes. 
One summer night ten years ago a 
gun fight happened right in front 
of the store and when we ran 
outside after all the loud noise 
had stop our daughter Lanessa was 
lying on the ground.

Jose places arm around Sherry’s shoulders as she cries. 
Marquis grabs hold of his chest with right hand.
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(MORE)

MARQUIS: (THINKING TO HIMSELF)



That poor old woman wouldn’t stop 
crying over her child as it 
reminded me of that night when my 
son was killed. This monster, 
inside of me, is in raged, over our 
lost as, it keeps clawing at, our 
chest to get out.



JOSE:



I would do anything to bring that 
man to justice for killing our 
little girl. What can I help you 
with in the store.



Marquis grabs his skin as if it is on fire before answering.

MARQUIS:



Any kind of weapon that doesn't 
kill. 

Jose looks at Marquis and laughs.

JOSE:



Ha ha haw!

The old couple takes Marquis into a secret lab in back of the 
gun store. Marquis follows Jose to a table. Jose talks to 
Marquis.



JOSE:



Back here is our creations and 
since you were looking for weapons 
that doesn't kill, here is what we 
call a z-gun. Before you ask this 
gun shoots sleeping darts with 
twenty round clips. This rifle is 
for long range, but it comes with 
night vision and the use of a red 
beam scope, this way you won't have 
to worry about missing your target.

Marquis walks over to Sherry.

SHERRY:
Young man we need to work on what 
you are going to wear when you go 
out after Moe. Let’s see now; these 
black pants here, this bullet proof 
vest and this black long sleeve 
sweater to go over the vest. 
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SHERRY:(cont'd)Let’s get those black boots with 
this black ski mask to hide your 
face and these black gloves.



Marquis takes clothes as Sherry hands them to him. Marquis 
walks over to Jose trying to hand him some money. Jose looks 
at his wife. The old couple talks to Marquis. 



SHERRY:
You already know we don't want your 
money but your help. You can catch 
the man who hurt us by being 
sneaky, swift, unheard and unseen 
like a ghost in black.



MARQUIS: (THINKING TO HIMSELF)



This is the day I become the Black 
Ghost the stalker of evil. I was 
ready to do what ever it took to 
bring down Moe for hurting all of 
us.  



JOSE:



We just brought a home on this 
street that one of Moe’s friends 
stay on. He is always over the 
man’s house when me or my wife 
drives by checking on our property.

SHERRY:
My husband will take you over to 
the house and you can act like you 
are making inside repairs on the 
home. I will close the gun store so 
I can pick up my husband leaving 
you with the van as a get away car.

EXT. OLD COUPLE’S PROPERTY. AFTERNOON



Jose and Marquis pulls up to the house parking in the 
driveway. They get out of the van as Marquis looks up the 
street to see a house. In the drive way are three cars with 
big wheels and bright paint. Jose and Marquis walks into the 
house.

INT. INSIDE HOUSE. AFTERNOON

Jose shows Marquis around the house. Ten minutes later Sherry 
blows car horn. 

(Horn)
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JOSE:



I must go now but I pray everything 
works out and you make it back to 
the gun store safe. Thank you for 
all of your help Marquis.

MARQUIS:



No, thank you for all of you and 
your wife help.

Jose walks out the front door. Marquis goes in the basement 
with a back pack and sits three chair in a circle. Marquis 
opens the back pack pulling a tape recorder, plastic 
restraints, two rubber balls, and two pieces of cloth out and 
places them on the floor in the middle of the chairs. 

Marquis goes up to the attic and test the scope on the rifle. 
Marquis sticks the rifle out of the attic window.



MARQUIS: (THINKING TO HIMSELF)



I can’t believe how good this scope 
works.

Marquis falls asleep on the floor. He has a dream as a blue 
glowing ball with wings floats from the ceiling of the attic 
and lands next to Marquis to talk.

ANGEL:
Do not forget that if you fail this 
test because you kill anyone of 
those three men tonight. God 
himself shall personally cast you 
into the pits of hell. 



Marquis wakes up and the sun is just setting. Marquis becomes 
the Black Ghost. Night falls and the Black Ghost is at the 
window of the attic pointing the rifle out to tests the night 
vision of the scope. The Black Ghost’s eyes catches the sight 
of one of the men. 

TJ is a twenty two year old black man. TJ grabs a black 
duffle bag out of the trunk of a car and moves quicker going 
back toward the door. The Black Ghost looks through the scope 
following TJ every move. The Black Ghost finger slips pulling 
the trigger of the rifle.

BLACK GHOST:



Oh crop.



The Black Ghost put down the rifle and sees TJ fall onto the 
front yard with the bag still in his hand. The Black Ghost 
runs down the attic steps and out the front door. 
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The Black Ghost runs across the street, picks TJ up off of 
the ground and throws TJ over his shoulder. 

The Black Ghost runs with TJ on his shoulder to the front 
door kicking it closed with the back of his foot. The Black 
Ghost takes TJ into the basement placing him into a chair. 
The Black Ghost puts plastic restraints on his feet, hands 
and then places a rubber ball in his mouth with a piece of 
cloth wrapped around it.

BLACK GHOST:



I wonder if this is Moe the one who 
killed my son.



The Black Ghost runs back up the stairs to the attic with the 
black duffle bag and goes through it.



BLACK GHOST:



This crop is what my son die for. 
He’s gone and I can’t ever see him 
again because of some drugs.



The Black Ghost sits in the window waiting until he hears a 
phone ringing some where in the house.



(Phone rings)



The Black Ghost run around the house until the sound gets 
closer and closer. The Black Ghost goes into the basement 
grabbing the phone from TJ's pocket. The Black Ghost takes 
the phone back up to the attic and calls the number back.



DRE:



Hello TJ is that you?



BLACK GHOST:



No this is the man with your goods 
and that friend of yours so send 
Crazy Moe outside, then we can make 
a trade, him for what is more 
important to you then he could ever 
be.

DRE: 



I don't know who you think you're 
talking to but I'm the boss around 
here and you better have my dope on 
my door step in five minutes or 
you’re a dead man.



The man hangs up the phone. The Black Ghost sits in the attic 
window as ten minutes goes by and the phone rings.



(Phone Rings) 
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Dre yells at the Black Ghost with stress in voice on the 
phone.

DRE: (V.O.)



Look man I have a lot running on 
that dope. I will do anything to 
get it back so stop playing games 
and bring it to me!

BLACK GHOST:



Send Crazy Moe outside and he will 
get the bag of dope. When Crazy Moe 
comes out the house tell him to 
make a right then walk in the 
middle of the street for twenty 
steps, then turn right and walk up 
onto the sidewalk then stop.



DRE:



What the hell are you talking 
about, what does Moe have to do 
with getting my dope back.

BLACK GHOST:



If he follows my directions the 
right way then Moe should get your 
bag and bring it back to your 
house. This way we will all be 
safer.

The phone hangs up. The Black Ghost runs down the attic 
stairs and out the back door. The Black Ghost walks along the 
side of the house towards the front yard. The Black Ghost 
hides in the bushes waiting for Moe to come down the street. 
Moe is a twenty year old black man. 

After five minute Moe comes walking down the street. The 
Black Ghost pulls out the hand held dart gun and points it 
out the bushes. Moe stops right in front of the bushes. The 
red dot from the z-gun is on Moe’s chest. The Black Ghost 
pulls the trigger and Moe falls on the front lawn. 

The Black Ghost runs and throws Moe over his shoulder. The 
Black Ghost runs into the house kicking the door close with 
the back of his foot. The Black Ghost places Moe in a chair 
next to TJ. The Black Ghost puts plastic restraints on Moe’s 
feet, hands and puts a rubber ball in his mouth with a piece 
of cloth around it.  



BLACK GHOST: (THINKING TO HIMSELF)
That is two down and one to go.
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(MORE)

The Black Ghost runs out the back door leaving it open and 
goes down to Dre’s house hiding under a car. The Black Ghost 
listen to Dre in the house yelling.

DRE: 



I will find the dope just give me a 
little more time!



Five minutes later Dre comes out of the house acting 
stressful as he looks up and down the street. Dre is a twenty 
three year old black man. The Black Ghost aims the dart gun 
at Dre. The red dot of the z-gun is on Dre’s neck. The Black 
Ghost pulls the trigger.

DRE:



Ouch what was that.

Dre falls off the porch into the front yard as the Black 
Ghost rolls from under the car and grabs Dre throwing him 
over his shoulder. The Black Ghost runs with Dre down the 
street to the back door of the house and kicks the door close 
with the back of his foot. 



The Black Ghost puts Dre into a chair, places plastic 
restraints on his hands and feet. The Black Ghost stands in 
between all three men and grabs his chest in pain.



BLACK GHOST: 



This monster, inside of, me keeps 
clawing, at my chest, to be, 
release to destroy all three of 
these men. One of them killed my 
boy and I vowed to destroy him.



The Black Ghost grabs a pipe wrench off of the floor in the 
basement to bash Dre over the head. A golden light shines on 
the Black Ghost as he fall to his knees and tears fall down 
the Black Ghost’s mask to floor. 

BLACK GHOST: 



This must be the power of the lord 
himself because it feel too strong 
to be anything else. No matter how 
much I want to kill these men I 
just can’t. 



The Black Ghost stands up and talks to the men.



BLACK GHOST:



One of you hired me to catch all 
three of you and hide the dope so 
they could have it all for 
themselves when this night is over. 
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BLACK GHOST:(cont'd)Two of you want make it but the 
third person will be a rich man. 

The Black Ghost takes all of the balls out of the men’s 
mouths and hits play on the record. The Black Ghost cuts the  
light off and walks out of the basement. The three men talk 
to each other.

MOE:



Dre are you here

DRE:



Yeah I'm here Moe were is TJ at.



TJ:



Right here, Man my head hurts so 
bad.



DRE:



My head hurts too, but I know what 
my ears heard and that's one of you 
two got me into this mess. Then one 
of you sets me up to get robbed on 
the perfect night too. Right when I 
was supposes to meet with the 
Cubans and give them the dope. At 
lease you could have let me get my 
million dollars first.



MOE:



Hold on Dre you're not thinking 
right, I was in the house with you 
when TJ couldn't be found and he 
had plenty of time to meet with 
that guy.



TJ:



Up yours Moe how do we know your 
crazy ass didn't do it. Hell they 
say crazy people are real smart and 
good at planning stuff like this. 

MOE:



Who do you think your talking to 
like that. The way I see is you two 
need me.



TJ:



What do you mean we need you, look 
here Moe, Dre and I never needed 
you, we just used your dumb ass. I 
told Dre to put your ass down like 
the sick dog you are.
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(MORE)

INT. BLACK GHOST IS BACK. NIGHT



The Black Ghost walks into the basement and the men stop 
talking. The Black Ghost stops the recorder. The Black Ghost 
says something to the men. 



BLACK GHOST:



Have you figure out who made this 
plan come to life yet. Here a clue 
it’s one of you.

The Black Ghost changes the tape in the recorder, hits record 
and walks outside of the room. The Black Ghost sit down 
against the basement door to listen while the men talk to 
each other.

INT. THREE MEN. NIGHT



DRE:



You no what’s funny TJ and Moe is 
how one of you two can sit up here 
knowing you will be walking out of 
here with fifty keys, but keep 
acting like you know nothing. I 
hope this makes you real happy 
trying to move in on my business. 

TJ:



Dre how do we know you didn’t set 
us up. Let’s see, you had a million 
dollar deal line up so you have us 
all kidnapped, then Moe and I end 
up dead while you keep all the 
money for yourself. Well I guess 
you covered up all your loose ends.

DRE:



What the hell are you talking 
about? I would still have got paid 
with or with out either of you. 



MOE:



Dre I'm getting real tried of your 
mouth and if we weren’t tied up 
right know I would put a hole in 
you ass.



DRE:



That’s the point you fool, you 
don't think about what you’re 
doing. 
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DRE:(cont'd)

(MORE)

Just like in Akron when your stupid 
ass shot that little boy for 
nothing. Man I should have shot you 
that day myself for shooting that 
kid. 

MOE:



That wasn't supposed to happen but 
it did, what do you want me to do 
now about it. If it wasn't for your 
dumb ass wanting to be the drug 
king of all states we would have 
never been there in the first 
place. Hell, you sure didn't care 
about me being gun crazy that day 
in front of the gun store. You got 
the nerve to talk after what you 
did. I may have shot a little boy 
but what about that little girl you 
shot, because you closed your eyes 
while you were shooting at our 
enemies who were right in front 
you.



DRE:



I told you something blew in my 
eyes that day, so don't try to make 
me look soft. You and everybody in 
the hood already knows I'm the man.

TJ:



Haw ha you have jokes, Dre 
everybody scared of you because of 
quick finger Moe over there. Don't 
you get it, you aren’t nothing 
without Moe so actual everyone 
fears him and not you.



DRE:



Forget you TJ, they all fear me 
because I'm the man who can hire 
this trigger happy fool to keep all 
you punks in line. 

INT. BLACK GHOST. NIGHT



The Black Ghost sits on the floor against the basement door 
holding his chest in pain as rage comes over him. 



BLACK GHOST: (THINKING TO HIMSELF)
This monster, inside of me, is 
going into rage, for what, Moe had 
just said, from his mouth. 
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BLACK GHOST:(cont'd)What does he, mean to hell, with 
killing our boy, like he was, 
nothing and leaving him, lay there.

INT. THE MEN. NIGHT

The three men tied up keep arguing.

MOE:



TJ don't act like you never got 
dirt on your hands either. Dre 
doesn't know about this one little 
secret does he TJ. Those time you 
where at the hotel with his little 
sister and how you two use to 
always meet trying to sneak around 
so no one would see you two 
together.



DRE:



What about my missing little 
sister! What the hell are you over 
there talking about Moe.

MOE:



I may be crazy TJ, but you’re just 
nasty and sick. Killing people is 
one thing; but messing with a 
fourteen year old girl, then you 
find out she is going to have your 
baby so you break her neck. What’s 
got your tongue TJ didn't know 
anyone seen what you did or maybe 
you believe you got away with 
murder?

DRE:



You son of a bitch you killed my 
sister! I'll kill you if I don't do 
anything else in this world. 



MOE:



TJ did I ever till you about the 
time I was over your mother house 
waiting for you in your room. Well 
your friend over there put crack in 
a joint with the weed and gave it 
to your mom. Damn man, didn't you 
see the changes in her when Dre 
gave her some of his so called bomb 
weed. 
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TJ:



I knew that you had to have 
something to do with her getting 
stuck on that stuff. I would give 
anything to see you die and I mean 
anything. As long as you die a 
painful and slow long death.



The Black Ghost walks into the basement and cut off the 
recorder. The Black Ghost talks to the men as he check them 
for weapons.



BLACK GHOST:



Well it is time for me to leave so 
I hope your night has been as 
painful as mine.

The Black Ghost sits three guns on the floor in between the 
three men. The Black Ghost runs through the house to the 
attic, grabs his back pack and the black duffle bag. The 
Black Ghost runs from the attic to the basement. The Black 
Ghost takes the bag of dope and places it in between the 
three men. 

The Black Ghost places the tapes and the guns on top of the 
black duffle bag. The Black Ghost walks out of the back door 
and calls nine-one-one. 

OPERATOR:



Hello nine-one-one what’s your 
emergency.

BLACK GHOST:



I like to report a break in at four 
hundred main street.

The Black Ghost hangs up the phone dropping it in the front 
yard of the house. The Black Ghost gets into the van driving 
off.



INT. GUN STORE. NIGHT



The Black Ghost pulls into the parking lot of the gun store. 
The Black Ghost sits in the van crying. 



BLACK GHOST:



I want my son back. Why couldn’t I 
just kill those men for what they 
have done to him. A real father 
would have been there for his son.
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The Black Ghost gets out the van and goes inside the back 
door. The Old couple is drinking coffee. The Black Ghost and 
the old couple talk.

JOSE:



So how did it go?



BLACK GHOST:



I have the answer to the question 
that you two wanted but it wasn't 
Moe who killed your little girl. 
The guy named Dre shot her when he 
closed his eyes trying to shoot at 
some enemies. He ended up hitting 
her instead of the men he was 
trying to shoot.

SHERRY:
We had it wrong all of this time 
thinking Moe killed our little girl 
and it was his friend who did it.

The Black Ghost walks into the bathroom. The Black Ghost 
become Marquis. Marquis walks out of the bathroom. The Old 
couple and Marquis talks.

MARQUIS:



The police will be arriving at your 
house soon. I have to be going now 
and thank you both for everything 
you've done for me. I will never 
forget it.

SHERRY:
No thank you young man for helping 
else find the truth about our 
little girl and if you ever need 
our help just let us know.

MARQUIS:



Good bye



JOSE:



Bye young man.



SHERRY:
Good bye young man and maybe one 
day are paths will meet again soon.

Marquis walks out of the gun store and starts walking towards 
Tom’s family home. Marquis stops and holds his chest in pain.
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MARQUIS:



I should feel happy for catching 
the man who took my son away from 
me. All I, have is, pain inside for 
my boy, who I missed so, much. This 
monster, who claws at, my chest 
want let, me be happy, as it seems 
to be, in raged for our, dead son. 

Tears falls from Marquis’s face as he looks up into the sky.

EXT. CLOUD IN SKY. NIGHT

God sits on a cloud, looking down at Marquis and yells across 
the sky to the Holy Spirit as his voice sounds like thunder.

GOD: (V.O.)



Holy Spirit go and shine your 
wonderful light on that man to 
comfort his soul that fells him 
with such hate and rage. For he 
will be the greatest champion of 
all.



EXT. MARQUIS ON GROUND. NIGHT

The Holy spirit shines it’s golden light onto Marquis.

MARQUIS:



This wonderful light that has come 
over me fills my heart with such 
heavenly goodness. All the pain in 
my soul has stop and this power 
must be God looking down on me.



INT. TOM’S FAMILY HOME. NIGHT

Marquis walks inside Tom’s family home. Tom talks to Marquis.

TOM:



Where have you been at all day. I 
got up this morning and you were 
gone.



MARQUIS:



Walking around clearing my head. I 
hate to ask you this Tom but are 
you ready to go back home yet.
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TOM:



Not really but, I know that you 
don’t feel to good after what had 
happen to Junior so lets go pack 
our things and get you home.



INT. BUS STATION. NIGHT



Tom and Marquis sits in the bus station. Tom and Marquis 
looks at the big screen television to see breaking news. A 
News reporter stands in the street in front of the old 
couples house and talks. 

STACY PARKS:



This is Stacy Parks coming live 
from news channel three. I am at 
the scene from what police say is 
the craziest hit man job they have 
ever witness in there life. When 
ask if any was hurt or murdered 
they laughed and walked away.



A police officer leads Moe, TJ, and Dre to a police cars.



STACY PARKS:



Hold on the police are leading 
three men in hand cuffs to the 
police cars and the officers are 
holding a clear bag that looks to 
have, three hand guns, some tapes 
and a duffle bag. This has been 
Stacy Parks channel three news.



Tom and Marquis look at each other.

TOM:



I wonder what those guys did.



MARQUIS:



I don’t know but what ever they 
did, I hope they rot in prison for 
ever.



EXT. MOB BOSS HOUSE. NIGHT



A fifty year old Cuban mob boss seats by his pool in the back 
yard of his house. The Cuban mob boss talks to a man.
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BOSS RICARDO:



Manuel did you just see the news. 
Those guy just got arrested with my 
dope and they also could use the 
family to make a deal for 
themselves with the cops. Get all 
of our guys in jail and have them 
put that Dre and his friends to 
sleep for ever. Tell them I'll give 
three hundred thousand dollars to 
who every gets the job done!



INT. MARQUIS’S HOUSE. NIGHT



Marquis watches the news on the television. A News reporter 
sits at a desk in the news room and talks.

JEREMY HIGGINS:
This is Jeremy Higgins with a news 
channel three special report. Two 
men who was supposed to testify 
against the Cuban Mob has died in 
Detroit county jail. Andre Toby aka 
Boss Dre was found hanging in the 
shower while Terry Johnson aka TJ 
was found on the toilet poisoned. 
Authorities have no suspect at this 
time but say they are looking into 
these strange deaths. The third 
suspect in the case name Moeshawn 
D. Williams aka Moe has made a deal 
with the prosecutor to testify 
against the drug family if the 
prosecution drops all charges 
against him. This has been Jeremy 
Higgins with your channel three 
news report.



Marquis cuts off the television in angrier and slams the 
remote control onto the couch.



MARQUIS:



How can this happen. That man 
killed my boy and still gets away 
with it. I should have destroyed 
him when I had the chance.

Marquis goes to his room, gets in his bed and falls asleep. 
Marquis has dream. Marquis stands in front of blue glowing 
form of his self and talks to the monster inside him.
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MONSTER INSIDE:
You aren’t a father. You couldn’t 
even protect our son.



MARQUIS:



I was a good father. It’s not my 
fault. 

MONSTER INSIDE:
It all your fault. You could have 
destroyed Moe. But instead you let 
him get away with killing our son. 

MARQUIS:



I capture Moe and turned him in to 
the police. 



MONSTER INSIDE:
And now Moe is going to be free. 
You are a failure.



MARQUIS:



I’m not a failure.



INT. MARQUIS HOUSE. MORNING



Marquis awakes in a cold sweat as he looks around his bed 
room. Marquis hears a knock on the front door.



( Knock)

Marquis gets out of his bed and answer the door. The old 
couple comes into the house. The old couple and Marquis sits 
on the couch.

JOSE:



The wife and I came over to make 
sure you were alright after the 
news said Moe will go free.

SHERRY:
My husband and I brought you some 
old friends just in case the Black 
Ghost needs to appear again to 
stalk the evil that plagues the 
streets.



JOSE:



Sherry he doesn't want to hear 
about saving the streets right now. 
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SHERRY:
Well fine then I'll just tell him 
about some of the new items we made 
for him. Will that be alright with 
you Jose?



JOSE:



I'm sorry dear please don't be mad 
at me I didn't mean any harm.



SHERRY:
This here is the electric shock 
sword with a rubber grip that we 
put together, it's very easy to use 
because when you put your finger on 
that clear spot an electric current 
forms the swords blade living your 
enemy stunned for a few hours.



Sherry hands Marquis the sword. Marquis grabs the sword and 
touches the clear spot.



MARQUIS:



Ouch!



SHERRY:
That's good see only you can turn 
the sword on or off now because 
that clear spot took a sample of 
your DNA and only you’re DNA will 
make the sword work. We also made 
every gun with the DNA scanner so 
only you can use those too.

Sherry hands Marquis the z-gun and rifle. Marquis grabs both 
weapons in left and right hand and touches both clear spot on 
the weapons.



MARQUIS:



Ouch! How do you know how to make 
all these weapons and gadgets.



JOSE:



The wife and I used to be scientist 
making weapons for the government 
until we learn that they were using 
our weapons to kill people. That we 
couldn't let happen any more so we 
staged a fire that burn all of are 
work and we opened a gun store just 
to keep are studies a secret. 
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SHERRY:
I told my husband if we could find 
one person to come along and use 
are new no kill weapon technology 
then, we can say sorry and make up 
for the people who we killed with 
are other technology. 



Sherry pulls the Black Ghost outfit out of a case.



SHERRY:
This here is the new Black Ghost 
outfit and it is bullet proof and 
it has a place for each one of your 
weapons. My husband made these 
things we call gas pellets and 
they're very simple to use. Take 
one out, push the top of it and 
throw it in the area of a crowd to 
make the bad guys fall asleep. We 
put a gas mask over the mouth and 
nose of the Black Ghost mask so you 
don’t feel the effects of the 
pellets. We have also added some 
lenses over your eyes of the mask. 
These lenses will allow me and my 
husband to see what you see on a 
computer screen. We made the mask 
where we can talk back and forth 
with each other.

JOSE:



We also moved up here to Akron and 
open up a new gun shop. This way we 
can always be around to give you a 
hand and fix or upgrade your 
weapons when ever needed. 

The old couple puts everything back into its cases and 
leaves. Ten minutes later there a knock at the door.

(Knock)

Marquis opens the front door. A black and white FBI agent 
stands in the door.

AGENT PHELPS:



Where is the hit man hiding at 
because the court trial is today 
and we don't want anything to stop 
this trial from happening. Moe said 
that a hit man dress in black who 
moved like a ghost tried to kill 
him and his friends.
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MARQUIS:



I don't know who he is, but don't 
you think if he wanted those men 
dead he would had done it that 
night. I can't help you guys 
because I think the man is a hero 
who does what you should be doing 
and that's catching the crooks not 
letting killers go free.

AGENT JOHNSON:



So what if one crook goes free, 
long as it takes this drug family 
down. To get a bust like this is 
the chance of a life time even if 
it is at the lost of one dead kid.

Marquis goes after agent Johnson but his partner keeps them 
apart. The FBI agents leave.

INT. COURT ROOM. AFTERNOON



Marquis sits on the couch watching television as Moe’s 
testify in the court room.



MOE:



There is one main connect who has 
acre of coke plants growing and he 
sells to the mob families at a low 
price were everyone gets rich, but 
no one crosses him because he has 
his own small army. The mob bosses 
all meet with him to exchange 
money, pick up their drugs and I 
mean they take one hundred million 
dollars apiece to this guy, but in 
return he gives them a year’s 
supply of coke each. The connect is 
a very powerful man with lots of 
money and the mob bosses are the 
only people who have ever seen this 
guy. The story that we all hear is 
that he is a sick man who’s family 
comes from a Covenant of warlocks 
and witches who want to open the 
gates of hell. That's why he sells 
drugs to the bosses making money so 
he can gain supernatural powers 
from Satan.

A juror stands up and walk over to Moe. The juror takes off 
his suit jacket were a bomb is attach to his chest.
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JUROR:
The Covenant must be protected at 
all cost.



The juror pushes a button attach to the bomb. The explosion 
destroys the court room.

EXT. DRUG LORD HOUSE. NIGHT



A Thirty year old Latin Drug lord talks with forty five year 
old Italian mob boss, Cuban boss Ricardo, forty year old 
Russian mob boss, fifty year old Chinese mob boss, twenty 
year old White collar business man and twenty two year old 
street gang boss in his backyard around a giant pentagram. 



The drug lord’s army stands in military style ranks in the 
back yard with female twins standing in front of the army.



CHICO:
You all known why I've invited you 
to my home here in Peru and that’s 
to talk about the problem of Moe 
who is no longer with us. But 
worked for you Boss Ricardo of the 
Cuban Mob. Were two weeks ago in 
court said some things about me 
that I can't have know to the rest 
of the world. This can't ever 
happen again because millions of 
dollars are on the line and as you 
all know, I've made you tons of 
money.

BOSS RICARDO:



It's not my fault on what happen at 
the court house and what Moe said 
about you. I've taken steps to make 
sure it will never happen again.



CHICO:
I believe you when you say it will 
never happen again and I have a 
great new deal for all six 
families. I will double the amount 
of drugs you all will be taken with 
you on your trip back home and it 
will be for the same amount of 
money we all agreed on six years 
ago.



The Italian mob boss looks down at the ground and up at the 
sky.
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DON SORVINO:



I just want to know why we all are 
standing on this big star with a 
circle around it in the middle of 
the night and why is the moon all 
red.



CHICO:
This circle were standing on has 
been in my family for thousands of 
years and it said to give a man the 
powers of hell to use to take over 
the earth. Like my father before me 
and his father we all have to take 
care of this circle for it is are 
family’s duty and honor to do so.

Chico’s twin sister walks from in the front of the small army 
over to the pentagram and talks to the drug lord.



SISTER 1:



It is time to give them what they 
came for.



SISTER 2:



Because we have matters to take 
care of brother.

CHICO:
I'm sorry gentlemen my sisters 
don't use their manners to well, 
but they are right the time has 
come. Ladies if you please help are 
guest fill like they are a part of 
our home.



The sisters pulls out their guns and shoots all six mob 
bosses to death. Chico says a dark magic chant opening the 
portal to hell. The pentagram glows red. Chico stands on the 
portal to be taken over by Deagram the demon king. Two red 
glowing balls come from the portal taking over Chico’s 
sisters. 



Hundreds of red glowing balls come out of the portal taking 
over Chico’s army.



INT. DREAM. NIGHT



Marquis is asleep in his bed and has a dream. A blue glowing 
ball with wings floats down from the ceiling and stands next 
to Marquis’s bed and talks.
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(MORE)

ANGEL:
Marquis it is time for you to do 
what your new title means. As 
champion of God you will be ask to 
fight demons from hell who wants to 
take over the earth and enslave 
humankind.

MARQUIS:



I’m only a simple man who works for 
Good Year making tires. How can I 
fight demons. They will kill me.



ANGEL:
Be brave Marquis for you are now 
blessed by the Holy Spirit and no 
evil may destroy you. The great one 
has given you the power to take any 
punishment to your body but you 
will feel ever bit of the pain. 
When you say these words “Holy 
Spirit Enlighten Me!” We shall 
become one to stop the demons.



MARQUIS:



How can I be God’s new champion who 
has to save the world. I couldn’t 
even save my son. I’m a failure.



ANGEL:
Always remember this Marquis. Your 
son is the reason you were chosen 
by God to fight and save mankind. 
That wonderful little boy is the 
source of the rage that fuels the 
monster inside of you. Use that 
rage inside your soul to help send 
the demons back to hell.

The angel vanishes. Marquis wakes up grabbing the remote and 
turns on the television. A News reporter sits in a helicopter 
and talks. A Lighting storm start over the boating dock. 



MARY WILSON:



We are flying over the boating dock 
here in Pisco Peru as a army of 
people who seems to have red 
glowing eyes stand in military 
style ranks. We would stay with the 
story but a bad lighting storm has 
started. We will have more on this 
later. 
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MARY WILSON:(cont'd)This has been Mary Wilson with your 
channel three news report.

Marquis turns off the television.

MARQUIS:



This must be what the angel was 
talking about.



Marquis hears the phone ring
(Phone rings)



Marquis reaches on the night stand and answer the phone.



JOSE:



Did you see the news. 



MARQUIS:



Yes and we need to get down to Peru 
quick.

JOSE: 
We have a yacht in Florida if you 
want to sail there.

MARQUIS:



That would be great.

JOSE:



Me and wife will be right over.



Marquis hangs up the phone.



EXT. VAN. AFTERNOON

Marquis gets into the van and it drives off. The FBI agents 
drive slowly following behind the van.



EXT. AT THE YACHT. MORNING



Marquis and the old couple stand on the yacht getting ready 
to leave for Peru. The FBI agents run onto the yacht. The 
yacht sails off.

AGENT JOHNSON: 
You, old man turn this boat around 
right know. We’re federal agents 
and this is kidnapping.
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JOSE:



Look you two, we didn't ask you to 
come along but you did any way so 
put those guns up before you hurt 
somebody and listen to my friend 
here. So when we get to Peru you’ll 
know what going on



MARQUIS:



We are going to fight the worst 
evil ever known to man and that is 
a demon army coming to take over 
the world.

The FBI agents laugh at the same time.



AGENT PHELPS:
Ha ha ha!

AGENT JOHNSON:



Ha ha ha!

AGENT PHELPS:



There aren't any demons, what’s 
wrong with you are you crazy.



The angel appears on the yacht in the form of a blue glowing 
ball with wings. 



ANGEL:
Laugh not at this man for he tells 
the truth. A demon army is coming 
to take over the earth. You all 
shall help this man save mankind.

EXT. PERU. NIGHT

Marquis stands in his room on the lower deck of the yacht. 
Marquis becomes the Black Ghost and walks out of his room to 
the upper deck of the yacht. The Angel floats next to the 
Black Ghost as they walk off the yacht to the boating dock 
and talk.



ANGEL:
Black Ghost say the words so we may 
become one and fight the evils at 
hand. 

BLACK GHOST:



Holy Spirit enlighten me.

The Angels spiritual form of a blue glowing ball goes inside 
the Black Ghost’s body. 
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BLACK GHOST:



I can feel your power running 
through my body. I feel 
unstoppable.



The Black Ghost runs and jump on top of a building. The Black 
Ghost pulls out his rifle and shoots five Holy water ball 
bullets. The Water bullets make five demons shake wildly 
falling to the ground. Five red glowing balls with faces 
float in the air.



BLACK GHOST:



What kind of bullets were those.



ANGEL:(V.O.)
Those balls of water are the tears 
of the great one himself, so the 
demons leave the human body. Demons 
can't be killed only the flesh can 
be stop but their souls go back to 
hell unto a another human release 
them again. All demons are not the 
same. These demons are soldiers you 
must get pass to fight their 
general. The generals are demon 
master who uses human flesh to make 
their true form.

The Black Ghost takes the sword out as it has a blade made of 
the same tears of God. The Black Ghost jumps off the building 
into the middle of the demons. The Black Ghost slams the 
sword blade against the ground and releases a wave of energy. 
The energy wave explodes into twenty demons. 

Twenty red glowing balls with faces float in the air. The 
Black Ghost swings the sword left to right at the demons who 
start to over take him. 

BLACK GHOST:



These demons have me surround.



The Black Ghost reaches into his pocket pulling out a hand 
full of pellets. The Black Ghost throws the pellets against 
the ground and they explode into a giant holy tear bombs. The 
demons all fall down shaking wildly on the ground. Red 
glowing balls with faces float over all the bodies. 

The Black Ghost chases two female demons up a path. The Black 
Ghost is knock to ground by two red glowing energy beams.



BLACK GHOST :



Ouch, that burns like fire.
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ANGEL:
Those are spider demons who are 
female demons. They will suck the 
soul right out of a man’s body. 
These demon witches use a lot of 
dark magic attacks so be careful.

The twin demon sister stand in the way of the path holding 
little wood sticks. The Black Ghost stands up.



DEMON SISTER 1:
His soul smells so ripe for the 
sucking.



DEMON SISTER 2:
Lets destroy him first then suck 
his soul dry.



The twin demon sister point the sticks at the Black Ghost 
shooting red glowing energy beams. The Black Ghost jumps out 
of the way of the energy beams. The Black Ghost reaches into 
his pocket throwing pellets at the demon sisters. The demon 
sister make a force field of dark energy surround themselves 
blocking the pellet attack. 

The demon sister shoot red glowing energy beams from their 
sticks at the Black Ghost. The Black Ghost jumps over the 
energy beams and pulls out the sword. The Black Ghost cut the 
sister on the left in half at the waist. The Black Ghost 
lands on his feet to spin bringing the sword against the 
demon sister on the right cutting her in half at the waist. 
Two red glowing balls with faces floats in the air.

EXT. FIGHT BY PENTAGRAM. NIGHT

Deagram stands on the pentagram with his sword of hell’s fire 
in his hand. Deagram yells at the Black Ghost.



DEAGRAM:



You God’s new champion. Don't act 
shy tell name and will kill slowly. 
When most dead drain soul spiritual 
power dark lord feast on it.

The Black Ghost and Deagram runs at each other and clash the 
swords diagonally together. The Black Ghost punches the demon 
in his face and does a diagonal sword slash across Deagram’s 
chest. Deagram falls onto the ground. Deagram stands on his 
feet.
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DEAGRAM:



Man never touched demon king in  
sword fight. Reptile demons spirits 
from bounds hell empower me.



Deagram channels his spiritual energy through out his body. 

DEAGRAM:



Hissssssssss.



Deagram is encased in a red glowing energy. Deagram kicks the 
Black Ghost in his stomach. The Black Ghost falls down to one 
knee and Deagram kicks the Black Ghost in the face. The Black 
Ghost falls onto his back. Deagram stomps on the Black 
Ghost’s chest.



BLACK GHOST:



The pain in my chest hurts so bad. 
I can’t control this rage.

ANGEL: (V.O.)



Do you feel the monster inside of 
you, open your mind to it and let 
your pain fuel the soul’s rage.



BLACK GHOST: 



My soul is getting stronger from 
each stomp of that demons foot.



ANGEL:(V.O.)



Now release the monster inside you.

The Black Ghost channels the monster inside through his body. 

BLACK GHOST:



Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh!

The Black Ghost is encased in a blue glowing energy. The 
Black Ghost kicks Deagram’s leg making him fall on his back. 
Deagram and the Black Ghost get to their feet. They clash the 
swords diagonally into each other, pushing the swords trying 
to gain the upper hand on the other. 



Deagram and the Black Ghost both jump backwards and channel 
their spiritual energy.



BLACK GHOST:



Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh!
DEAGRAM:



Hissssssssssssssssssss!

The Black Ghost is encased in a blue glowing energy. Deagram 
is encased in a red glowing energy. They clash swords into 
each other releasing the spiritual energy. 
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The energies explode sending both of them flying backwards 
crushing through the wall surrounding the back yard.

BLACK GHOST:



My body hurts so bad and I can’t 
move.



The Black Ghost lifts his head looking for Deagram. A bright 
red light comes from the hole in the wall and vanishes.



DEAGRAM:



Human beat in true from!

Deagram in his true form walks through the hole in the wall. 
A creature that looked like a half lizard half man runs at 
the Black Ghost. The Black Ghost closes his eyes and prays. 

BLACK GHOST:



God please help me. I’m in to much 
pain to stop this demon.

The Black Ghost opens his eyes. A blue glowing ball with 
giant wings falls from the sky onto the middle of the 
pentagram making it explode into pieces.  

ARCHANGEL:
Demon king you will have to go 
through me in order to get to the 
Black Ghost.



DEAGRAM:



Stay out archangel nothing do with 
you. 



The Dark lord appears in form of black cloud and talks. 



DARK LORD:
This is not fair for the archangel 
to interfere with this one on one 
battle that you’re so called 
champion started against the demon 
king.  

A Great light fills the moon lite sky over the place of the 
battle. A Voice that sound like thunder speaks. 



GOD: (V.O.)



Dark lord do not try my patients 
tonight with your nonsense, why are 
you here.
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DARK LORD:
We should have a rematch between 
your Black Ghost seeing that he put 
up a great fight for a human.



The great light in the sky laughs.

GOD: (V.O.)



Ha ha haw! That wouldn't be a fair 
fight especially since he is just a 
man trying to fight a falling 
angel. 

DARK LORD:
You sure helped a lot with this 
fight by given this worthless human 
one of the guardian angel powers to 
use. 



DEAGRAM:



Master let kill human now so get 
rid him. 



GOD: (V.O.)



Take one step after that man and I 
will send you back to hell myself.

DARK LORD:
How about a bet on the rematch in 
six years. 

GOD:



What’s the stakes dark lord.



DARK LORD:
The Black Ghost of course. His soul 
is strong enough for me to take his 
flesh and walk the earth.

GOD:



When you lose I want you to help 
seven human to save their soul to 
enter the kingdom of heaven.



DARK LORD:
The fight will be held in six years 
here at this same spot. 

Everyone disappears as the guardian angel floats out of the 
Black Ghost’s body in his true form of an human with wings 
and helps The Black Ghost to his feet.
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EXT. YACHT. NIGHT

On the yacht the angel talks.

ANGEL:
You must take the Black Ghost to 
China so he may train for the 
greatest challenge in his life. 
Black Ghost you will have to find 
the Buddhas temple in the mountain 
of Kunlun.

The FBI agents get off the yacht and stands next to the 
yacht. Agent Johnson yells to the old couple. 



AGENT JOHNSON:



We are going to look around the 
drug lord’s house for evidence. Go 
ahead to China and don’t worry 
about us. We will find a way back 
to the United States.



The FBI agents run up the path to the Drug lord’s house. The 
yacht sails away.



EXT. VOLCANO. MORNING 



Twelve scientists and their children walk into a opening in 
the side of a volcano. They all walk around and find picture 
writings on the cave wall.



SCIENTIST:
These picture say a tribes king and 
queen was murdered by their son. 
The son had killed his parents, 
because of a deal with the devil, 
the grand father had made. For the 
grandfather to get power from the 
pits of hell, so he could take over 
the world. He had his grandson kill 
the king and his on daughter the 
queen in a chamber inside of the 
volcano. 



The Scientist and the children walk deeper into the cave and 
find a chamber with a pentagram on the floor. The scientist 
all walks around the chamber studying everything in the 
chamber. One scientist walks over to a table and finds a 
scroll with writing on it. 
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SCIENTIST:
This scroll says, I give my soul 
unto the Rat demon master to gain 
the powers of hell.

The volcano begins to shake and a rocks falls from the top of 
the chamber hitting the scientist in his head. Blood pours 
out of the wound and goes onto the pentagram. The pentagram 
glows red and twelve red glowing balls come out of the 
pentagram. 

The red glowing balls goes inside the scientist. The 
scientist with red glowing eyes try to grab the children. The 
children all run out of the volcano into the tropical jungle.  

INT. YACHT. NIGHT



Marquis is in his room on the lower deck of the yacht sleep. 
Marquis has dream of him arguing with his soul.



MONSTER INSIDE:
First you couldn’t save our son and 
now you almost get us killed by a 
demon. How can we save the world 
your to weak.



MARQUIS:



I’m not weak. I loved our son and 
would have given our life to save 
his. Your my soul why must you 
fight me so much.



MONSTER INSIDE:
Because I want our son back.



EXT. CHINA. AFTERNOON



Marquis walks through the port and meets a thirteen year old 
Asian boy.

SONNY LAU:
Do you need help Minster 

MARQUIS:



Yes, my name is Marquis and I have 
to get to the Kunlun mountains to 
meet with the Buddhas ninja clan.

Sonny laughs.
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SONNY:
Ha ha. You want to go try to train 
and be a Buddhas ninja, you will 
never past the test to be part of 
that clan. My name is Sonny Lau and 
I will take you if that's were you 
want to go. It’s all going to be 
for nothing I tell you. Wait right 
here.



Sonny runs off. Sonny pulls up in a jeep. Marquis gets into 
the jeep and they drive off.

EXT. DEATH HAND CLAN TEMPLE. AFTERNOON



A black bird lands on a man’s arm that has a scare on his 
face with a letter. The man reads the letter. The Leader of 
the clan speaks.

CLAN LEADER:



My brothers of the Death hand clan, 
a message has just come from the 
dark lord himself saying that a man 
has come to our land who wants to 
stop all we believe in. The master 
said we will be rewarded well if he 
is destroyed, so men go and find 
him then kill him for the dark 
lord.



The Death hand clan members all run in different direction of 
the temple.

EXT. NANJING. MORNING



Marquis and Sonny are loading supplies into the jeep. Two 
Death hand ninja walk up to the jeep. The ninjas talk to each 
other. 

NINJA:
Isn’t that the kid whose dad we 
beat to death a year ago.

NINJA 2:



Yeah that’s the brat who cut the 
masters face with his father sword.

MARQUIS:



That is enough. 
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The two ninja put up their hands ready to fight. Both ninja 
jump into the air and kicks Marquis in his chest. Marquis 
falls into the jeep and then onto the ground. 



NINJA:
We know he is not the man the 
master was talking about.

The ninjas jump onto a building and jumps onto a trees behind 
the building disappeared into the jungle of trees. 

SONNY:
You suck and you think the Buddhas 
ninjas are going to train you, 
please you'll be lucky to talk to 
the temple guard. Let a long get 
into the temple to learn any of 
their great fighting moves.

EXT. DEATH HAND CLAN TEMPLE. EVENING

The leader of the death hand clan sits in front of a fire 
talking to clan in the temple main yard.



LEADER OF CLAN:
It has been two weeks and none of 
the scout have found the stranger 
yet. This is not acceptable, I want 
that stranger to be found now or I 
will make sure none of you fail me 
again.

The Death hand clan runs out of the temple main yard. A Black 
cloud appears and talks to leader of clan.

DARK LORD:
Why hasn’t the stranger been found 
yet. He must be found and destroyed 
or I'll unleash my demon brothers 
on this clan to get the job done 
for you. 



LEADER OF CLAN:
No master, that won’t be necessary 
to let the demons loose, we will 
find him and kill that man just 
like you want.
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DARK LORD: 



Do not fail me or your soul will be 
replaced with a demon and you will 
burn in the pit of burning flesh 
forever. 



The black cloud vanishes.

EXT. XI’AN. AFTERNOON



Marquis and Sonny load supplies onto the jeep while two death 
hand clan ninjas fight with a Buddhas ninja. Marquis pulls 
the sleeping dart rifle out of the case and shots a death 
hand ninja about to jump on the Buddhas ninja from a roof. 
The ninja falls into a fruit stand. 

The Buddhas ninja grabs a death hand clan ninja by his shirt 
with his left hand. The Buddhas ninja’s right hand is encased 
in a blue glowing energy. The Buddhas ninja punches the death 
hand ninja into the other ninja from the death hand clan. 



Both death hand clan ninjas fly backwards through the air and 
crush into the side of a building. The Buddhas ninja walks 
over to the jeep and talks. 

BUDDHAS NINJA:



I’m in your debt and will travel 
with you until my debt is paid back 
for you saving my life.



SONNY:
You are a Buddhas ninja and my 
friend here is trying to go join 
your clan.

BUDDHAS NINJA:



I will take you to the grand master 
once we reach the temple.

All three get into the jeep and drives off.

EXT. LANZHOU. MORNING 



Marquis, ninja and Sonny are putting supplies in the jeep 
when a old man walks up to Marquis and tries to hand 
necklaces to him. Marquis pushes the old man’s hand back.



MARQUIS:



No thank you, I don’t want to take 
your necklaces.
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The Buddhas ninja falls to his knees in front of the old man. 
The old man speaks.

MASTER SOI CHON:
Get up off of your knees. I’m 
master Soi CHON the greatest ninja 
of all China. I’ve been trying to 
give you the honor of training our 
clan’s most powerful art, the 
raging scrolls technique. Take the 
necklace so you may be part of our 
clan and then I will teach you the 
ways of a Buddhas ninja.

Marquis takes the necklaces from master Soi CHON. Marquis, 
master Soi CHON and Sonny gets into the jeep. The Buddhas 
ninja walks away. The jeep drives off.



EXT. DEATH HAND TEMPLE. NIGHT

The leader of the death hand clan stands by a fire in the 
main temple yard. A black cloud appeared out of the fire.  



DARK LORD:
You have let the stranger get to 
Soi CHON the master of the Buddhas 
ninja style of fighting. I need you 
to say the dark magic chants, so I 
can give you the power to stop the 
stranger.



The Leader of death hand clan says a dark magic chants over a 
pentagram craved into the ground. The pentagram glows red 
releasing glowing red balls. The glowing balls take over the 
death hand clan. 



EXT. CAVE OF MASTER SOI CHON. MORNING



Master Soi CHON hands Marquis a scroll. Marquis and Sonny 
look at the scroll. Marquis and Sonny practices jumping onto 
a tree branch. Marquis jumps at the tree branch but can’t 
jump high enough and crushes into the tree trunk.



Sonny jumps at the tree branch and misses crushing into the 
tree trunk. Marquis and Sonny get up off the ground. They 
both do punching and kicking techniques. 
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EXT. SECOND SCROLL. AFTERNOON

Master test Marquis and Sonny skills. Marquis punches at 
master who side steps the blow. The master hits Marquis in 
his rib cage knocking him to the ground. Sonny does a jumping 
kick at the master who catches his foot pulling the boy onto 
the ground. 



The master jumps into a tree. Sonny and Marquis jumps into 
the tree. The master jumps onto another tree. Sonny and 
Marquis jumps onto the tree. The master gives them another 
scroll. The scroll shows pictures of power fighting moves. 
All three jump out of the tree. The master takes Marquis and 
Sonny into the bamboo forest.

MASTER SOI CHON:
Watch how the panda bears use their 
paws with great power and grace to 
chop the bamboo tree in half, you 
must learn how to do this also. 



The master walks up to a bamboo tree, chops the tree trunk in 
half with his hand and kicks another tree trunk in half. 



MASTER SOI CHON:
Remember to be like the panda bears 
when practicing on the bamboo 
trees.

Marquis and Sonny practices the scroll. They both punch at a 
bamboo trees and scream in pain.



MARQUIS:
Ouch!

SONNY:



Ouch!

EXT. THIRD SCROLL. MORNING 



The master watches Sonny and Marquis as they kick and punch 
through some bamboo trees. The master gives a scroll to 
Marquis and Sonny. The master leads Marquis and Sonny to a 
stream.

MASTER SOI CHON:
You must learn how to do all the 
techniques on the scrolls in the 
water to build power.



The master step into the stream, does punching and kicking 
moves. The master does a front flip out of the stream. 
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MASTER SOI CHON:
Now you two try. 



Marquis and Sonny stands in the stream. They punch and kick 
in the water only to be knocked down by the current.

INT. VOLCANO. EVENING



Five helicopter land in front of the volcano with large metal 
crates and machine attach to them. Twelve scientist with red 
glowing eyes push the machine and crates into the volcano 
opening.



EXT. FOURTH SCROLL. MORNING



The master claps while watching Marquis and Sonny punch, kick 
and maneuver in the water. Sonny is now a sixteen year old 
boy.



MASTER SOI CHON:
Very good know it is time to learn 
the next scroll.

Marquis and Sonny does a front flip out of the water. The 
master hands Marquis a scroll on spiritually energy style of 
fighting.



MASTER SOI CHON:
Come watch as I show you how to do 
this style of fighting. All Buddhas 
ninjas have to learn how to channel 
there spiritual energy through 
their bodies, so it can be used to 
aid us while we fight. 



The master channels the spiritual energy through out his 
body.



MASTER SOI CHON:
Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh! Buddhas 
defense ball!



A blue ball of glowing energy surround his body. The master 
talks.

MASTER SOI CHON:
Now you two practice this 
technique.

Marquis and Sonny stands next to each other practicing the 
technique.
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EXT. SCROLL FIVE. AFTERNOON



The master test the skills of Marquis and Sonny. Marquis 
channels the spiritual energy through out his body. 

MARQUIS:



Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhh! Buddhas defense 
ball!



Marquis body is surrounded in a blue glowing ball. Sonny 
channels the spiritual energy through out his body. 

SONNY:
Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh! Buddhas defense 
ball!



Sonny is surrounded in a blue glowing ball. The Master claps 
his hands and talks. 



MASTER SOI CHON:
You have master the technique of 
channeling spiritual energy through 
out your body and how to use it to 
fight now attack me.

Marquis channels the spiritual energy through out his body.



MARQUIS:



Ahhhhhhhh!

Marquis is encased in a blue glowing energy. Marquis punches 
and kicks at the master who side steps the move. The Master 
grabs Marquis by his arm flipping him onto the ground. 



Sonny channels the spiritual energy though out his body



SONNY:
Ahhhhhhhhhhh!



Sonny is encased in a blue glowing energy. Sonny does a 
jumping kick at the master. The master side steps the kick 
and chops Sonny on the back of his neck. Sonny falls onto the 
ground. The master laughs and hands a new scroll to Marquis. 
The scroll has pictures of counter moves and how to use a 
opponent moves against them. 

MASTER SOI CHON:
Ha ha haw. Practice the scroll so 
that you will be able to use your 
opponents’ moves against them and 
move out of the way of their 
attacks.
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Marquis and Sonny practice the scroll. Sonny kicks at Marquis 
who side steps the move.

EXT. SPIRITUAL ENLIGHTENMENT. MORNING

The master talks to Sonny and Marquis.



MASTER SOI CHON:
You two have learned how to fight, 
channel your soul’s energy for 
strength and how to use everything 
you have learned to master the five 
scrolls to become two of the 
strongest ninja ever from the 
Buddhas clan. The last scroll shows 
the way to make the spirit and body 
become one through ENLIGHTENMENT. 
This will give you peace within 
yourselves, help control all the 
rage, hate and pain in your souls. 
Now sit down and pray for 
ENLIGHTENMENT from the higher power 
you may believe in.

Marquis and Sonny sits next to the master on the ground as 
they all pray.



INT. VOLCANO LAB. NIGHT



A black cloud appears in the volcano lab and floats around 
looking at the ten cloning chambers with human clones and ten 
cloning chambers with deformed half human half animal. The 
black cloud talks with the demon scientist.

HEAD DEMON SCIENTIST:



Dark lord we have finally been able 
to clone the humans’ tissue, making 
a suit of flesh thanks to the 
knowledge in these humans’ heads. 
We have also tried to make the 
cloned bodies stronger by mixing 
animal and human DNA together. We 
have some failures that still can 
be use for a suit of flesh for our 
demon brothers to walk on earth. 
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DARK LORD:
Let nothing stop you and learn all 
you can from those humans minds so 
we can make cloned flesh to be able 
to walk on earth when ever we want 
with out humans having to release 
us from hell. Then we can make and 
army to take over the world.



EXT. TOUCHED BY LIGHT. AFTERNOON



A golden glow of light shines on Sonny and both men. They all 
stand up with smiles on their faces. Sonny and the master 
walks into the cave. Marquis talks to the monster inside as 
tears fall from his eyes.

MARQUIS:



Soul I know now that I can never 
get rid of the pain of our son’s 
death. But if you work with me, we 
can use the pain to stop all the 
demons who escape hell and maybe 
our son will be proud to walk 
around heaven to say that my father 
Marquis Malone is the Black Ghost 
Stalker of all that is Unholy! 



Marquis walks into the cave. Master talks to Marquis and 
Sonny. Sonny is now a nineteen year old man.

MASTER SOI CHON:
We will be leaving today as I have 
taught you every thing you will 
need to know about fighting. Be 
very proud of yourselves for you 
have done what would have taken a 
normal man a life time to do in six 
years. It’s time for me to go home 
now God has chosen a new champion 
to take my place. You Marquis shall 
fight the evils that threaten 
mankind and use the Buddhas ninja 
arts to aid you as demons are not 
that easy to kill. No matter how 
many times you destroy the flesh 
the demons are in, they keep coming 
back.

The master hands Sonny and Marquis ninja outfits. They all 
pack their things.
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EXT. BUDDHAS TEMPLE. EVENING

Marquis and Sonny follows the master through the front door 
of the temple. They walk into the main yard of the temple. 
The Death hand ninjas with red glowing eyes have killed the 
whole Buddhas ninja clan. Their bodies are burning in a giant 
fire.



MASTER SOI CHON:
You demon scum! I shall send you 
all back to hell!



The master runs at the demon ninjas pulling out his sword. 
The master slashes the sword left to right killing six demon 
ninjas. The master yells.

MASTER SOI CHON:
Holy Spirit enlighten me!

A blue glowing ball falls from the sky and goes into the 
master’s body. The master channels his spiritual energy 
through out his body. 



MASTER SOI CHON:
Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh!

A blue glowing ball of energy forms around the masters. Sonny 
and Marquis channels their spiritual energy through out their 
bodies.  



MARQUIS:
Ahhhhhhhhhh! Buddhas defense 
ball!

SONNY:



Ahhhhhhhhhh! Buddhas defense 
ball!

A blue glowing balls surround Marquis and Sonny.



MASTER SOI CHON:
Spiritual Explosion!

The master releases the energy blast from the blue glowing 
ball. The demon ninjas are destroyed as red glowing balls 
with faces float in the air. The master sits down with 
Marquis and Sonny to talk. Before the master opens his mouth 
a arrow of hell’s fire shoots into his back. 

The master falls into Marquis’s arms choking on his blood as 
smoke come out of the masters’ back. Deagram in the death 
hand clan master’s flesh walks out from behind a tree with a 
bow in his hand.
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DEAGRAM:



I crush now rules won’t allow. So 
ready your death champion of God.

MARQUIS:



Demon what have you done. I will 
send you back to hell for this.



Deagram vanishes. Marquis and Sonny cries as they bury Master 
Soi CHON. Marquis and Sonny talks.

SONNY:
Marquis I will stay here to 
continue the teaching of the 
Buddhas ninja. Filling the temple 
up again with students.



MARQUIS:



I have to travel to Peru to fight 
that demon who killed master Soi 
Chon and one day I will be back to 
see you again Sonny.

Marquis runs out of the temple and jumps from tree to tree.



EXT. YACHT. MORNING

Marquis walks onto the yacht and the yacht sails off.

EXT. FIGHT TWO. EVENING



Deagram the demon king comes out of the ground in the death 
hand clan master’s flesh. The Black Ghost and Deagram stand 
across the yard staring at each other.



DEAGRAM:



I kill you like kill Soi Chon. 



BLACK GHOST:



Demon you have taken my master from 
me and you will be sent back to 
hell for that.



Deagram runs at the Black Ghost and punches at the him. The 
Black Ghost side step the punch grabbing Deagram’s hand 
flipping him to the ground. Deagram gets to his feet. Deagram 
kicks the Black Ghost in the stomach and throws a uppercut 
punch in the Black Ghost’s chin. 
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The Black Ghost falls onto the ground. The Black Ghost gets 
to his feet. The Black Ghost throws a left punch hitting 
Deagram’s nose and a right punch to his eye.

BLACK GHOST:



Buddhas double palm touch.

The Black Ghost hits Deagram in his chest with both hands 
knocking him onto the ground. Deagram get to his feet and 
jumps into the air kicking the Black Ghost in the chest. The 
Black Ghost falls onto the ground to spins on his back and 
kick Deagram’s legs from under him. 

Deagram and The Black Ghost gets to their feet and stares at 
each other. Deagram pulls his sword of hell’s fire out. The 
Black Ghost pulls out the electric sword. Deagram swings 
sword sideward. The Black Ghost duct under the move and does 
a jumping uppercut sword slash into Deagram’s chin. 

Deagram falls backwards to the ground. 



DEAGRAM:



This human stronger 

The Black Ghost grabs Deagram by the neck lifting him off of 
the ground with his left hand. The Black Ghost channels the 
monster inside to form a blue glowing energy over his right 
hand.



BLACK GHOST:



Ahhhhhhhhhhh! Buddhas power fist.

The Black Ghost punches Deagram in the stomach. The energy 
explodes as the Black Ghost’s hand meets Deagram’s stomach 
knocking him through the air backwards into the wall around 
the yard. The Black Ghost looks at Deagram stand up and 
yells.

DEAGRAM:



Demons spirits hell power me!



Deagram is encased in a red glowing energy. The human flesh 
rips off of Deagram. The True form of the demon is shown half 
man half lizard. The Black Ghost yells into the sky.

BLACK GHOST:



Holy Spirit enlighten me!

A ball of blue glowing light falls from the sky. The 
Archangel goes inside the Black Ghost’s body.
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DEAGRAM:



So come battle Archangel I will 
destroy both you. 



The Black Ghost opens his hand as the sword fly’s off the 
ground into it. The sword’s blade has change to the tears of 
God. Deagram pulls out his sword of hell’s fire. The Black 
Ghost and Deagram clash weapons into each other. Deagram 
kicks the Black Ghost in his stomach. 



The Black Ghost bend over grabbing his stomach. Deagram does 
a jumping knee in the Black Ghost’s chin. The Black Ghost 
falls onto his back. Deagram spit hells' fire from his mouth. 
The Black Ghost rolls out of way at the speed of light.

BLACK GHOST: (THINKING TO HIMSELF)
Having the Archangel inside of me 
makes my body move at the speed of 
light. 

The Black Ghost gets to his feet, runs at the speed of light 
and jump to appear in front of the demon cutting off 
Deagram’s head. The head rolls along the ground. The eyes 
open up and the head fly’s back to the demon reattaching to 
his body. Deagram punches the Black Ghost in the face and 
does a sideward swords slash against the Black ghost chest.



The Black Ghost falls onto the ground holding his chest. 
Deagram grabs the necklace off of the Black Ghost neck, 
throws the necklace into the air and does a uppercut sword 
slash shattering the necklace into pieces.

BLACK GHOST:



Nooooo! First you kill my master 
then you destroy the only thing I 
have to remember him by.

The Black Ghost gets to his feet in rage. At the speed of 
light he runs at Deagram to appear in front of him. The Black 
Ghost rams his shoulder into Deagram’s stomach knocking him 
to the ground. The Black Ghost steps on Deagram’s neck. The 
Black Ghost and the archangel channels their spiritual energy 
inside the Black Ghost’s body. The two spiritual energies 
join together as one. 



BLACK GHOST:



Ahhhhhhhhhh!
ARCHANGEL:



Ahhhhhhhhhh!

A blue glowing ball of energy surrounds the Black Ghost and 
Deagram.



BLACK GHOST:



Spiritual Explosion!
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The Black Ghost releases the energies making a explosion. 
Deagram true form is destroyed leaving a red glowing ball 
floating in the air. The blue glowing ball of the archangel 
leaves the Black Ghost body and vanishes into the sky. 



The dark lord’s hand in the form of a black cloud reaches 
from the ground pulling the Black Ghost into Hell. God yells 
across the sky over the battle field as his voice sounds like 
thunder.

GOD: (V.O.)



That snake how dare he pull my 
champion into hell after he won the 
fight. No matter the dark lord has 
just help the Black Ghost get 
closer to the sword of light.



INT. DARK LORD’S THRONE. NIGHT



The Black Ghost is chained between two poles in front of the 
Dark Lord’s throne. The Dark lord half cobra half man jumps 
off of his throne with a whip of hell’s fire in his hand. The 
Jackal demon master and his jackal demon squad, The Water 
demon, The Rat demon master and his rat demons squad, Deagram 
the demon king and his reptile demons squad. 

The Locust demon master and his locust demons squad and the 
Spider demon master and her spider demons squad stand in 
front of the dark lord’s throne in military style ranks. 
Hundreds of thousands of humans stand behind the army of 
hell. The Dark lord beats the Black Ghost with a whip of 
hell’s fire. The Black Ghost screams in pain.  



BLACK GHOST:



Ouchhhhhhhhhhhhh!



DARK LORD:
Demon brothers I’m tried of being 
stuck in this prison of hell. God 
made the earth for man but what 
about us the demons who were around 
long before his new pets mankind. 
We only get to leave this prison 
when humans release us and I’m sick 
of waiting on mankind to free us. 
Six times in the past we almost 
took over the world but God keeps 
picking these champion to stop us. 
This time I planed ahead and now 
that you’re in hell Black Ghost 
give your soul to me so I may use 
your flesh to walk the earth.
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BLACK GHOST:



I'll never give you anything demon. 
Let me free so I can beat you in 
front of all of hell.



DARK LORD:
Human you dare challenge me the 
master of all of hell.



The Dark lord snaps his fingers and the chains release from 
the Black Ghost falling to the ground. The Black Ghost runs 
at the dark lord. The Dark lord does a back flip kicking the 
Black Ghost in the chin. The Black Ghost falls backwards onto 
the ground. The Dark lord channels his spiritual energy 
through his body.



DARK LORD:
Shhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh!



The Dark lord’s hand is covered in a glowing black energy. 
The Dark lord punches the ground.

DARK LORD:
Hell’s rain of destruction.

Twenty balls of fire shot out of the ground under the Black 
Ghost knocking him into the air. Deagram pulls out his sword 
of hell’s fire and throws it at the Black Ghost. The Dark 
lord jumps into the air catching the sword and does a 
downward sword slash into the Black Ghost stomach. 

The Black Ghost falls hard onto the ground. The Dark lord 
lands on the ground and snaps his fingers making the chains 
lock up the Black Ghost.

DARK LORD:
Every one out of my throne room 
now.



Every one runs out of the throne room. The Dark lord seats 
down on his throne and falls asleep. Moe walks up freeing the 
Black Ghost.



MOE:



I’m sorry for killing your son. You 
must run through the cave on the 
left, it will get you to the lake 
of fire. Now hurry before the Dark 
lord awakes.



The Black Ghost runs into the cave on the left. He stands 
next to a lake of fire. A man walks up to the Black Ghost.
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MAN IN HELL:



What are you doing here and you 
should get out of this area right 
now. 



BLACK GHOST:



How do I get out of this place. 



MAN IN HELL:



Things aren't always what they 
appear at first down here, look a 
little deeper and you will find the 
way out or should I say down.



The man walks off. The Black Ghost kicks a rock that fall 
down a hole next to a big boulder. The Black Ghost walks over 
to hole to see stone stairs going down. The Black Ghost walks 
down the stairs.

INT. HELL LEVEL TWO. NIGHT

The Black Ghost walks in the shadows along a cave like wall.

BLACK GHOST:



What kind of place is this.

The rat demons and reptile demons play a dodge ball game 
using humans' heads for the balls. The heads scream when 
thrown. The Black Ghost comes to the hole in the ground with 
stairs and walks down the stairs.

INT. HALL OF SOULS. NIGHT

The Black Ghost walks into a giant hall of blue glowing balls 
with faces every where. 

BLACK GHOST: 



Every person who comes to hell is 
stripped of their soul and it is 
placed here. 



A loud yell echoes through all of hell.



DARK LORD: (V.O.)
The Black Ghost has escaped demon 
of hell find him and bring him to 
me!



The Black Ghost hides in a dark corner of the room. The 
demons run through the room of souls. The Black Ghost walks 
in the direction the demon came from. 
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The Black Ghost finds the hole of stairs and runs down. Two 
demons are coming up the steps. The Black Ghost jumps on top 
of the demons with his feet knocking them out.



BLACK GHOST:



These will come in handy.

The Black Ghost takes one of the demon’s sword. The Black 
Ghost hides both bodies in a dark corner. The Black Ghost 
runs down a long hallway into a room. The gate closes behind 
the Black Ghost. 



BLACK GHOST:



What kind of demon monster is that.

A giant demon monster walks out of a cave on the other side 
of the room with a big club. The giant demon swings the club 
down at the Black Ghost. The Black Ghost rolls out of the 
way, runs through the demon’s legs and cuts both calf muscle 
making the demon fall to his knees. 

The Black Ghost runs up the demon’s back and stab the sword 
in the back of the demon’s neck. The Demon swings his club 
backwards to hit the Black Ghost. The Black Ghost jumps out 
of way and the demon hits the sword through back of his own 
neck. 

The demon falls over dead. A red glowing ball floats in the 
air. The Black Ghost runs in the demon’s cave finding the 
hole of stairs. 

INT. LABYRINTH OF CHANGE. NIGHT



The Black Ghost walks through a tunnel into a giant 
labyrinth. The Black Ghost walks into the giant maze lost. 
The maze turns clockwise making the Black Ghost walk back to 
the beginning. The Black Ghost walks through the maze and it 
turn clockwise every hour. The Black Ghost wonders through 
the maze lost.



BLACK GHOST:



How many different forms of demons 
are there.

A Squad of bats demons attack. The Black Ghost side steps the 
demon 1 sword slash and grabs the demons’ arm flipping the 
demon 1 to the ground. The Black Ghost takes the sword from 
the demon 1 stabbing the demon 1 in his chest. 



The Black Ghost pulls the sword out, does a downward sword 
slash across the demon 2 chest and a uppercut slash across 
the demon 2 chest. 
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The Black Ghost jumps in the air between the demon 3 and the 
demon 4 swinging the sword left to right cutting both demons 
heads off. 

The Black Ghost lands on his feet, turns his body in half 
circle, throwing the sword into the demon 5 chest, the Black 
Ghost runs at demon 5 and does a jumping kick making the 
sword go through the demon’s body. Five red glowing balls 
float away. 



INT. MIDDLE OF LABYRINTH. NIGHT



The Black Ghost walks through the maze and it turns clockwise 
making him walk back to the middle. The Black Ghost falls to 
the ground. The Black Ghost looses his mind as he talks to 
himself. 



BLACK GHOST:



I am a failure. I can’t save my son 
and now mankind will be slaves to 
the dark lord. I have failed God 
and my son. I’m a failure. A 
failure. Just a failure.

The bat demons walk into the middle of the maze looking at 
the Black Ghost. The bat demons tie the Black Ghost to a pole 
and carries him off while he still talks to himself.

BLACK GHOST:



How could I fail like this. My soul 
was right I am weak. Just a 
failure. I’ve fail master Soi Chon 
and the Buddhas ninja clan. A 
failure.



INT. BAT DEMON MASTER. NIGHT

The Black Ghost is chained like a dog to the Bat demon master 
throne. 



BAT DEMON MASTER:
Bat demons so low on the demon 
chain, dark lord punishing for what 
happen before man walked Earth. It 
no fair make stay in caves of lower 
bounds, other demons walk upper 
bounds of hell. Evil beast has 
prison upper bounds of hell. When 
find weapon of power take over hell 
and mankind. Lead all demon to 
victory over God. Now bat demons to 
unknown caves find weapon. 
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The Black Ghost looks at the bat demon master and talks.



BLACK GHOST:



Bat master why don’t you let me go 
with the demons to look for the 
sword to bring it back to you 
proving you are the master of all 
hell.



BAT DEMON MASTER:
Go with squad bring back weapon you 
don’t come back weapon I ripe heart 
from chest.  



The Bat demon master unchains the Black Ghost. The Black 
Ghost walks into a cave with a bat demon squad. The Bat demon 
squad and the Black Ghost walk through long cave that splits 
into five caves. The Bat demons splits up in five groups of 
three demons to a group. 

The Black Ghost walks with a demon squad into the fourth 
cave. They walk through the cave to find a hole to a 
underground cave. The Black Ghost grabs a bat demon by the 
arm and swing the demon into the other two demons, making all 
three fall down the hole. The Black Ghost hears a loud roar.

KIND BEAST: (V.O.)
Grrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr!

Three red glowing balls float out of the hole. The Black 
Ghost jumps into the hole.



INT. KIND BEAST LAIR. NIGHT



The Black Ghost walks into a giant cave to see a beast with 
the body of horse with claws for hoofs and the head of a 
bear. 

KIND BEAST:



Who be you and why you come in cave 
of me. 

BLACK GHOST:



I am the one called the Black Ghost 
stalker of all that is unholy.



KIND BEAST:



You sit next to me stalker of all 
that is unholy so me talk to you. 

The Black Ghost sits by the beast who sits on his hind legs.
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KIND BEAST:



Me here to protect the sword of me 
master’s greatest warrior the 
Archangel. God told me no creature 
of evil shall touch it sword only a 
champion of he choosing will be 
able to pass me with out fear to 
retrieve it sword. Are you that 
Champion of God. You go into me 
resting area for that is where it 
sword of light is. 

The Black Ghost walks inside the beasts cave were a sword 
that shinned as bright as the sun sat on a alter with a cross 
engraved in it. The words on the alter said, "Only the 
righteous may touch this sword and all others shall perish". 
The Black Ghost grabs handle of the sword. The sword releases 
a bright light from it’s blade filling the cave. 



EXT. WAR. MORNING



The Archangel looks down from heaven at the fallen angels and 
throws his sword at the leader. The Leader slaps the sword 
with his right hand. The sword falls and vanishes. The Leader 
yells while falling. 



LEADER:
I vow to destroy the heavens as 
well as all, that God shall make.

The angels falling from heaven form changes. The Leader turns 
into half snake half man. The other fallen angels changed 
into half lizards half men, half rats half men, half locust 
half men, half jackals half men, half spiders half women, 
half squid half man and a two headed wolf with four arms. 

INT. KIND BEAST CAVE. NIGHT



The Black Ghost stands in front of the Kind beast. The sword 
float’s around them.

KIND BEAST:



You training will allow you soul to 
release you animal instincts. You 
training will also help make you 
spiritual energy stronger. You 
catch it sword of light. 

The Black Ghost channels the monster inside through out his 
body.
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(MORE)

BLACK GHOST:



Ahhhhhhhhhhh!



The Black Ghost is encased in a blue glowing energy. The 
Black Ghost chases the sword all over the cave unable to 
catch it.



INT. TRAINING BY THE SWORD. NIGHT

The Black Ghost channels the monster inside through out his 
body. 

BLACK GHOST:



Ahhhhhhhhhhhh!



The Black Ghost is encased in a blue glowing energy. The 
Black Ghost chases the sword all over the cave. The Black 
Ghost catches the sword.

BLACK GHOST:



I feel stronger then I've every 
felt and faster. This new training 
makes the monster inside of me feel 
unbeatable.

The sword fly’s on its own in the air doing a front thrust. 
The sword lands in the Black Ghost hand. The Black Ghost does 
the same move. The sword leaves the Black Ghost hands. The 
sword does a uppercut sword slash on its own. The sword goes 
in the Black Ghost hand. The Black Ghost does a uppercut 
sword slash.



INT. RETURN OF THE BAT. NIGHT

The Black Ghost with the sword in hand does a front stab, 
uppercut slash and downward slash. The Black Ghost throws the 
sword and it does the same moves on it’s own.

The Black Ghost channels the monster inside through out his 
body.



BLACK GHOST :



Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhh! Claws of energy.

The Black Ghost is encased in a glowing blue energy as claws 
of energy form over his hands. 



KIND BEAST:



You have learned a lot Black Ghost 
from me and it sword. 
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KIND BEAST:(cont'd)You training is complete now that 
you soul can release it’s animal 
rage by forming the claws of energy 
as you please.



BLACK GHOST:



Thank you both for teaching me all 
of these new skills.

The sword lets off the bright light form it’s blade.

KIND BEAST:



No thank me for he master God 
wanted me to teach you Black Ghost. 
Now you Black Ghost come sit next 
to me and talk.

The Black Ghost sits down next to the Kind Beast. A Arrow of 
dark energy is shot into the Kind beast chest. The Kind beast 
falls onto his side. The Black Ghost holds the kind beast 
bear head in his arms. 



The sword floats in front of the Black Ghost and the Kind 
beast. The Bat demon master walks into the cave with a bow in 
his hands as a squad of bat demons follows him. The Black 
Ghost jumps to his feet, opens his hand and the sword of 
light goes to the Black Ghost’s right hand. The Bat demon 
master laughs.



BAT DEMON MASTER:
Ha ha haw! Hand sword be chained 
good human dog. 

The Black Ghost jumps into the air and does a downward sword 
slash at the Bat demon master head. The Bat demon master side 
step the blow and does a sideward swing of his staff knocking 
the Black Ghost into the wall of the cave.

BAT DEMON MASTER:
You do better human dog stop me.



BLACK GHOST:



Let me show you what all you demons 
will get when dealing with me!



The Black Ghost lets go of the sword. The sword fights the 
bat demon master on its own. The sword does a downward slash. 
The Bat demon uses his staff and blocks the sword slash. The 
Black Ghost channels the monster inside through out his body.

BLACK GHOST:



Ahhhhhh! Claws of energy.
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The Black Ghost is encased in a blue glowing energy and the 
claws of energy form over his hands. The Black Ghost runs at 
the bat demon master stabbing the claws of energy in the bat 
demons stomach, pulls the claws out and jumps doing a 
uppercut claw slash against the demons chin. 

The Bat demon master body fly’s up into the air. The Black 
Ghost jumps as the sword come to his hand. The Bat demon does 
a loud scream from his mouth on the Black Ghost.



BAT DEMON MASTER: 
Ekkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk!

The Black Ghost falls out of the air. The Bat demon fly’s 
through the air and lands in front of the Black Ghost. The 
Black Ghost gets to one knee. The Bat demon does a uppercut 
swing of his staff hitting the Black Ghost in his chin making 
him fall onto his back.



BAT DEMON MASTER:
This end of line for you. 

The Bat grabs the black Ghost by his shirt with both hands 
flying him to top of the cave. The Bat demon fly’s in a 
circle motion throwing the Black Ghost to the ground head 
first. The Bat demon drops from the air over top of the Black 
Ghost with his staff raised over his head. 

The sword fly’s out of the Black Ghost hands, stops in front 
of the demon’s face and lets off the bright light from it’s 
blade.

BAT DEMON MASTER:
My eyes.



The Bat demon falls onto the ground and gets to his feet 
stumbling around unable to see. The Black Ghost jumps to his 
feet, opens his hand and the sword fly’s into his open hand. 
The Black Ghost and the sword channel their spiritual energy 
together as one. They are encased in a blue and gold glowing 
energy.

BLACK GHOST:



Ahhhhhhhhh! Spiritual blade!



The Black Ghost runs at the demon, jumps in the air cutting  
the demon head off, lands on his feet, turns around doing a 
upper cut sword slash against the bat demon’s back, a 
downward sword slash against the bat demon’s back and a 
sideward sword slash cutting the demon in half at the waist. 

A Red glowing ball with a face fly’s out of the cave. The 
Black Ghost falls on his knees and cries.
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BLACK GHOST:



Why does everyone around me keep 
dying. How can I save the world if 
I can’t even save my friends and 
love ones. I must be a failure.



The kind beast in spiritual form of a blue glowing energy 
talks to the Black Ghost.

KIND BEAST:



You champion do not be sad for me. 
I go home with me friend God like 
you son did. You no failure. You 
beat demon master and me proud of 
you Black Ghost stalker of all 
unholy. Me friend God is proud of 
you for helping to save him people.

The Black Ghost stands up on his feet and bows to the kind 
beast. The kind beast vanishes. The Black Ghost walks over to 
the kind beast and channels the monster inside until a blue 
ball of energy surrounds his body.

BLACK GHOST:



Ahhhhhhhhhh! Spiritual Explosion.

The Black Ghost releases the energy and the explosion makes a 
giant hole next to the kind beast body. The Black Ghost 
pushes the back of the kind beast making him fall into the 
hole.



BLACK GHOST:



Sword knock the roof of the cave 
over the kind beast body.

The Black Ghost throws the sword at the roof of the cave. The 
sword slashes the roof of the cave making the roof fall 
covering the kind beast. The Black Ghost opens his hand and 
the sword goes into the Black Ghost hand. 

The Black Ghost ties the sword to his back and walks into the 
kind beast cave to the alter. The Black Ghost looks up at the 
top of the cave. A golden arm of light reaches down to the 
Black Ghost. The Black Ghost grabs the glowing hand. A flash 
of golden light fills the cave.



EXT. ON TROPICAL BEACH. MORNING



The Black Ghost wakes up on a tropical beach. The Black Ghost 
gets to his feet and walks into the jungle. The Black Ghost 
walks until hearing children. 
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The Black Ghost jumps into a tree and looks down at the 
children. A teenage boy and girl play in front of a 
waterfall. 

The children runs through the waterfall. The Black Ghost 
jumps down following the children from a far distance. The 
Black Ghost walks through the cave, come out of the cave on  
a cliff, sees a tropical valley and a giant volcano on the 
other side of the valley. 



The Black Ghost looks right to see the children climbing down 
a ropes to the valley. The Black Ghost follows the children 
to their camp of tents. The Black Ghost jumps into a tree and 
looks down at twelve teenage children sitting around a fire. 
The Black Ghost jump out of the tree behind the children and 
walks up to them. The children all look at the Black Ghost. 

TEENAGE GIRL:



Why do you wear that mask with the 
funny lenses to hide your face.



BLACK GHOST:



This outfit is to scare away the 
evil that is in the world.

Every one laughs. The Black Ghost sits down next to the 
teenager and talks.

BLACK GHOST:



Where are your parents at.

TEENAGE BOY:



At the volcano. Are parents are 
some kind of monster with red eyes. 
Trying to make us like them.



BLACK GHOST:



Your parents have a demon inside of 
them, using their flesh to walk the 
earth. Which way to the volcano.



TEENAGER BOY:



Follow the path through the jungle 
it will take you right to the 
volcano. We don’t know what our 
parents are doing in the volcano 
but a lot of helicopters have been 
bring machines to the volcano.



BLACK GHOST:



All of you kids go through the 
waterfall and make a big fire while 
I go after the demon inside of your 
parents.
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The teenager all run into the jungle. The Black Ghost follows 
the path to the volcano.

EXT. CLONED FLESH IN THE JUNGLE. AFTERNOON

The Black Ghost stops as a helicopter fly’s to the volcano. 
The Black Ghost jumps in a tree as two deformed clones half 
man half tiger walks up the path. The clones have red glowing 
eyes. The clones stop under the tree and sniffs the air. Both 
clones look in the tree at the Black Ghost. 

The clones jump into the tree next to the Black Ghost.  The 
sword fly’s from off of the Black Ghost back and stabs the 
clone on the left in his chest. The sword pulls itself out 
and cuts off the clone’s head. The Black Ghost punches the 
clone on the right in chin. The demon falls out of the tree. 

The Black Ghost jumps from the tree, opens his hand, the 
sword comes to his hand and does a downward slash on the 
clone cutting it’s body in half from head to feet. Two red 
glowing balls with faces float in the air.

BLACK GHOST:



What was those things. They looked 
like a human with some kind of 
funny tiger mask on.

EXT. VOLCANO LAB. AFTERNOON



The Black Ghost walks into the volcano lab as he looks around 
seeing twenty cloning chambers with ten humans and ten 
deformed half human half animals inside. The Black Ghost 
walks around the lab looking at the cloning chambers. The 
Black Ghost hears a voice outside yelling.

RAT DEMON MASTER:
Champion of God. On top of the 
volcano is were I’ll be. If your 
not afraid come face me.

EXT. MOUTH OF VOLCANO. AFTERNOON



The Black Ghost stands on top of the volcano staring at a 
cloned demon on the other side of the volcano.



RAT DEMON MASTER:
No need to guess I am the rat demon 
master and this is true. Black 
Ghost I will destroy you.
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The Black Ghost jumps in the air and throws the sword. The 
sword fly’s like a saw blade cutting the top of the volcano 
off. The top of the volcano falls over the lava making a 
fighting area. The Black Ghost falls down to the fighting 
area and catches the sword before landing. The cloned demon 
falls down on the fighting area. The Rat demon says a dark 
magic chant.



RAT DEMON MASTER:
Squeakkkkkkk! Energy ball attack.

Three balls of dark energy form in front of the Rat demon. 



RAT DEMON:
Black Ghost here is one clue. What 
comes in three right at you.



The Rat demon waves his hand and balls of dark energy fly at 
the Black Ghost.

BLACK GHOST:



What are those things.



The Black Ghost jumps over the three energy blast. The Rat 
demon throws his staff at the Black Ghost. The staff hits the 
Black Ghost in his stomach as he lands on the ground. The 
balls of dark energy fly into the Black Ghost’s back and 
explode. The Black Ghost is knocked forward to the ground. 



BLACK GHOST:



Ouch those things really pack a 
punch.

The Black Ghost gets to his feet and throws the sword of 
light at the Rat demon. The Black Ghost channels the monster 
inside through out his body. 

BLACK GHOST:



Ahhhhhhhhh! Claws of energy.



The Black Ghost is encased in a blue glowing energy with the 
claws of energy on his hands. The sword swings sidewards at 
the rat demon. The Rat demon blocks the sideward slash with 
his staff. The Black Ghost dives at the Rat demon and stabs 
the claws of energy in the Rat demon’s chest. 



The Black Ghost pulls out the claws and jumps doing a 
uppercut claw slash into The Rat demon’s chin. The Rat demon 
fly’s up into the air. The sword spins like a saw blade and 
cuts the Rat demon’s cloned flesh in half at the waist. The 
Black Ghost catches the sword in his hand. A red light 
surrounds the clones body. 
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The Red light vanishes. The Rat demon stand in his true form 
half rat half man.



RAT DEMON MASTER:
In cloned form you my have won. 
When the flesh is true means 
destruction for you. 



The Rat demon runs and tackles the Black Ghost. The Rat demon 
punches the Black Ghost three times in his face. The Rat 
demon grabs the Black Ghost by his shirt, stands up, lifts 
the Black Ghost off of the ground with his left hand, 
channels his spiritual energy through out his body and forms 
a dark energy ball over his right hand.



RAT DEMON MASTER: 
Squeakkkkk. Dark energy ball 
attack. 



The Rat demon shoots the dark energy ball into the Black 
Ghost stomach. The energy ball explodes knocking the Black 
Ghost through the air backwards into the side of the volcano.

BLACK GHOST:



My body is in to much pain. He is 
to strong in his true form I need 
some help. Holy Spirit enlighten 
me.



A Blue glowing ball drops from the sky going inside the Black 
Ghost. The Black Ghost stands on his feet. The sword of light 
fly’s to the Black Ghost hand. The Black Ghost catches the 
sword in his hand. The sword lets off the bright light from 
it’s blade.

ARCHANGEL: (V.O.)
It’s good to battle with you sword 
of light once again.

The Black Ghost runs at the speed of light, to appear in 
front of the rat demon, does a uppercut sword slash against 
the rat demon’s chest, a downward slash against the rat 
demon’s chest. The Rat demon falls on his back. The Black 
Ghost steps on the Rat demon’s chest. The archangel, the 
sword and the Black Ghost channel their spiritual energy 
together.



BLACK GHOST:



Ahhhhhhhhh!
ARCHANGEL:



Ahhhhhhhh!

A blue and golden ball of glowing energy surrounds all four. 
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BLACK GHOST:



Three Spirit Explosion.



The Black Ghost releases the energy blast destroying the Rat 
demon true form. A Red glowing ball floats over the volcano. 
The volcano erupts and the Black Ghost jumps out of the 
volcano at the speed of light to appear on the top of the 
volcano. The Black Ghost jumps from the top of the volcano to 
the ground.

The Black Ghost sees a helicopter take off with men and women 
with red glowing eyes. The lava comes over the side of the 
volcano. The Black Ghost runs at speed of light through the 
jungle valley with the lava following behind. 



The Black Ghost runs jumping at the speed of light to the top 
of the cliff. The Archangel leaves the Black Ghost’s body and 
floats up into the air. The Black Ghost walks through the 
cave to the waterfall. 



The Black Ghosts walks to the teenagers standing on the beach 
by a giant fire. The teenager all point at the helicopter as 
it fly’s away. The Yacht pulls up. Jose yells from the yacht  

JOSE:



We seen the fire burning and honey 
look its the Black Ghost. We have 
been sailing around the world 
looking for you. Were did you go 
that night in Peru. 

BLACK GHOST:



A very hot place I never want to 
see again.

The kids and the Black Ghost swim to the yacht. They all 
climb aboard the yacht. The Yacht sails off.

EXT. ON THE YACHT. NIGHT

The Black Ghost seats on the yacht with the children and 
talks.

TEENAGE BOY:



Black Ghost we all want to become 
ninjas just like you and help stop 
those demons. They took our parents 
away from us and made them into 
monsters.
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BLACK GHOST:



If you all want to learn the 
Buddhas ninja arts then we shall 
take you to China.



EXT. CHINA. MORNING

The Yacht docks in the yellow sea. The Black Ghost talks to 
the teenagers.



BLACK GHOST:



You all said you wanted to be 
ninjas like me. You all must travel 
to the Kunlun mountains and find 
the Buddhas temple. Tell master 
Sonny that Marquis sent you to 
learn the ninja arts. Good luck.



The teenager walk off the yacht waving their hands at the 
Black Ghost. The Black Ghost waves back. A Blue glowing ball 
with wings appears on the yacht and talks. 

ANGEL:
It is time for you to go and fight 
another Demon master in Romania, 
who will soon be release from hell.

The Angel vanishes and the Black Ghost talks to Jose.

BLACK GHOST:



Set a course for Romania there is 
another demon master who must be 
stop.



The Black Ghost goes to the lower deck of the yacht to his 
room. The Black Ghost changes to Marquis. Marquis sit on the 
bed crying.

MARQUIS:



Seeing those kids reminds me of my 
son. I miss him so much. I wish we 
could go outside and play 
basketball again. Just to have one 
hug from him would make me so 
happy.

INT. THRONE ROOM. NIGHT



The Dark Lord stands in front of his throne talking to the 
demon army of hell.
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DARK LORD:
Demon brothers for to long have we 
been trapped down here. Just 
waiting for man to release us. No 
longer will we have to wait for man 
to free us.

All the army of hell yell cheers. The Dark Lord raises his 
hand and the cheering stops. The Dark lord talks.



DARK LORD:
Twelve of the rat demon brother 
have taken flesh from some 
scientist. Those scientist minds 
held the keys to our freedom. First 
the demon scientist will create 
flesh so the army of hell can take 
over the earth.

The Dark Lord raises his hands in the air over his head. The 
demon army yell loud cheers.

EXT. ROMANIA. NIGHT

The Black Ghost walks up a path. A woman runs down the path 
crying. The woman stops to talk with the Black Ghost.

WOMAN:
It’s to late. My daughter has went 
to the dance of the spider demon 
witch to join the covenant of 
witches. 



BLACK GHOST:



I will help your daughter if you 
tell me where she is at.

WOMAN:
She is at the old castle ruins. 
Follow this path and you will come 
to my village. Go past the village 
on the same path to the castle. 



The Black Ghost runs up the path to the village. The Black 
Ghost jumps into a tree watching the villager dance under the 
moon light around a pentagram singing dark magic chants. Two 
men in black ropes walk into the village. The villager follow 
the two men to the castle. The Black Ghost follows behind at 
a far distance.
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INT. CASTLE BALCONY. NIGHT



The Black Ghost hides in the balcony of the castle watching. 
A man walks up to the alter with a teenage girl. The girl 
lays on top of the alter. The villager say dark magic chant. 
The pentagram on the alter glows red. Twenty red glowing 
balls fly from the pentagram going into the women and the 
teenage girl. 



The women have red glowing eyes. The teenage girl with red 
glowing eyes stands up on the alter.  



DEMON GIRL:



My spider demons feed on these men 
souls so you will be strong enough 
for us to start the take over 
mankind.

The Black Ghost watches the demon women attack the men in the 
castle. The demon women hold the men on the floor as tubes 
come from their mouths sucking the souls out of the men. The 
demon women jump from wall to wall like spiders making a 
giant web all over the alter room. 

The Black Ghost pulls out the sword of light and jumps into 
the room with the spider demons. 

SPIDER DEMON MASTER:



Spider demons capture the Black 
Ghost. 

The spider demons surround the Black Ghost shooting webs all 
around his body. Two spider demons pull the Black Ghost into 
the giant web. The Black Ghost struggles trying to break 
free. The sword fly’s at the web trying to cut the Black 
Ghost free. The spider demons shoot webs onto the sword 
trapping it in a cocoon. 

The spider demon master crawls up to the Black Ghost and 
sticks a tube from her mouth in his neck. The tube releases 
venom that makes the Black Ghost go to sleep. The Black Ghost 
has a dream that little spider babies walk around the web 
eating him.

INT. ALTER ROOM. NIGHT



A black cloud appears talking to the spider demon master as 
they stand in front of the alter.
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DARK LORD:
You have done well capturing the 
Black Ghost. I need him kept alive 
until the solar eclipse in six 
months, so I may take this mans’ 
flesh for my own. As you know I 
can’t take flesh unless the human 
soul is strong enough.



SPIDER DEMON MASTER:



But master I thought you wanted 
this man dead, because of all the 
problems he has caused you.

DARK LORD:
No, the rage in his soul makes the 
Black Ghost strong enough for me to 
use his flesh to walk on earth. I 
must go meet with the scientists 
who have a lab in America working 
on clone flesh. Do not fail me.

The black cloud vanishes. 



EXT. HAND OF THE LORD. NIGHT

The Black Ghost has another dream. The Lord appears holding 
the Black Ghost in his arms. The Lord puts his hand on the 
Black Ghost’s chest.  



LORD:



I have blessed you were no demon 
shall ever enter your flesh to take 
it over. When this cross on your 
chest glows it means help is on the 
way or your prays have been 
answered.



The Lord moves his hand off the Black Ghost’s chest. A cross 
is burned on the Black Ghost’s chest. 



EXT. HELCORP BUILDING WASHINGTON. MORNING



A helicopter lands in front of the Helcorp building. Ten 
generals get out of the helicopter. A demon scientist wearing 
sun glasses takes the generals into the Helcorp building.
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INT. HELCORP FIGHTING AREA. MORNING

The demon scientist wearing sunglasses stand next to the 
generals talking.



DEMON SCIENTIST:
Hello generals we would like to 
welcome you today to this little 
showing of how the super soldiers 
will work and help the government 
save lives without sending our on 
troops into battle. Instead of 
talking about the clones you can 
see them in action as we set up a 
fight between two of the clones for 
your enjoyment. As you see the eyes 
of the clones look like a red glow, 
but that’s the computer inside of 
their head which we control the 
clones with.



Two clones with demons inside wearing Helcorp uniform stands 
in the arena. Both demons jump into the air clashing swords 
together. The demons lands on their feet. The demons punch 
each other in the face. The demons kick each other in the 
stomach. The Demon 1 on left does a uppercut punch into the 
demon’s 2 chin.

The demon 2 falls onto the floor. The demon 2 gets to his 
feet. The demon 2 jumps into the air, pulls out a sword and 
does a downward sword slash cutting the demon 1 in two halves 
from head to legs. The generals all clap their hands. The 
general 1 talks to the scientist.

GENERAL 1:
You scientist will get all the 
funding you need to make cloned 
soldiers for the American military.

The generals walk out of fighting arena. A Black cloud 
appears in fighting arena talking to the demon scientist.



DARK LORD:
I see the meeting with the generals 
went well and now you can begin 
stage one of the plan of mass 
production of clone flesh. Then you 
will get the generals back here so 
their flesh can be taken over.
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INT. CASTLE RUINS. MORNING



The Black Ghost awakes to see a woman with a sword in her 
hand. The woman cuts the Black Ghost down from the web. The 
Black Ghost takes the sword from the woman.

BLACK GHOST:



Thank you now get out of here to 
some where safe.

The woman runs out of the castle. The spider demon master 
jumps from the web following the woman. The Black Ghost looks 
around for the sword of light as the spider demons surround 
all him. The Black Ghost channels the monster inside through 
out his body. The Black Ghost is surrounded by a blue glowing 
energy ball.



BLACK GHOST:



Ahhhhhhhhhhh! Spiritual Explosion.

The Black Ghost releases the energy ball destroying the 
spider demons and the room of the castles. Nineteen red 
glowing balls float in the air. The Black Ghost looks around 
the room until he finds the cocoon with the sword of light in 
it. The Black Ghost cuts the sword loose.



The Black Ghost drops the sword the woman gave him and grabs 
the sword of light. The Black Ghost runs out of the castle 
and down the path to the village. The Black Ghost sees the 
spider demon master on top of the woman. The spider demon 
master gets off of woman and looks at the Black Ghost. 



The Black Ghost runs at the spider demon master with the 
sword in hand. The spider demon master jumps backwards into a 
tree. The spider demon master jumps from the tree and kicks 
the Black Ghost in his chest. The Black Ghost fly’s through 
the air backwards into a house.



SPIDER DEMON MASTER:



I don’t care what the dark lord 
says. I’m going to kill you and 
then such your soul dry.

The spider demon runs at the Black Ghost and jumps into the 
air with her web sword raised over her head. The Black Ghost 
throws the sword at the spider demon master. The sword spins 
like saw and stab the spider demon in her chest making her 
fall to ground. 

The Black Ghost gets to his feet, opens his hand and the 
sword comes to his hand. The spider demon gets to her feet. 
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The Black Ghost jumps in the air and does a downward sword 
slash cutting the spider demon in half from head to feet. The 
Black Ghost turns and walks away. 

A Red light surrounds the little girls body and vanishes. The 
Spider demon says dark magic chant.

SPIDER DEMON MASTER:



Ahhhhhhhhh! Dark web attack.



The spider demon throws a ball of web energy that explodes 
into the Black Ghost’s back. The Black Ghost falls forward to 
the ground. The Black Ghost roll on to his back and lifts his 
head to see the spider demon master true form. Half woman 
half black widow spider with six arms holding six swords of 
webs. The Spider demon master says a dark magic chants.



SPIDER DEMON MASTER:



Dark web six balls attack!

Six balls of webs form in front of the spider demon. The 
Black Ghost gets to his feet. The spider demon throws the web 
balls at the Black Ghost. The Black Ghost jumps over the 
balls of web. The spider demon shoots web from the top set of 
her hands making the webs wraps around the Black Ghost legs.

The spider demon master pulls the Black Ghost onto the 
ground. The balls of webs drop on top of the Black Ghost’s 
body and explode.



SPIDER DEMON:



Black Ghost just give up and join 
the army of darkness or I will have 
to kill you.



The Spider demon runs at the Black Ghost, jumps into the air 
and points six sword down at the Black Ghost. The Black Ghost 
channels the monster inside through out his body. 



BLACK GHOST:



Ahhhhhh! Buddhas defense ball.



A blue glowing ball of energy surrounds the Black Ghost. The 
spider demon master bounces off the glowing blue energy ball 
to the ground. The Black Ghost yells into the air.    

BLACK GHOST:



Holy Spirt enlighten me!

A blue glowing ball with wings falls from the sky going into 
Black Ghost. The Black Ghost and the spider demon master gets 
to their feet. 
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(MORE)

The Black Ghost runs at the speed of light at the spider 
demon master, appears in front of her and does a jumping 
uppercut sword slash against the spider demon’s chest.

The spider demon fly’s up into the air. The Black Ghost jumps 
at the speed of light, appears over top of the spider demon 
and does a downward sword slash into her head. The spider 
demon falls to the ground. The Black Ghost throws the sword 
down into the spider demon masters stomach. 

The Black Ghost lands on the sword’s handle. The Archangel 
and the Black Ghost channels their spiritual energy together 
through his body. 

BLACK GHOST:



Ahhhhhhhh!
ARCHANGEL:



Ahhhhhhhh!

A blue glowing ball forms around all four.

BLACK GHOST:



Spiritual Explosion.

The Black Ghost releases the energy ball destroying the 
spider demon’s true form. A red glowing ball floats in the 
air. The Archangel fly’s back into the sky. The Black Ghost 
grabs the sword and runs down the path.



EXT. YACHT. NIGHT



The Black Ghost walks onto the yacht and Sherry talks to him.

SHERRY:
You won’t believe what has been on 
the news while you were in Romania. 
They say a new company in 
Washington called Helcorp is making 
cloned flesh to save human lives. 
The company is the world leader in 
cloning technology.

BLACK GHOST:



Those aren’t scientist but the 
demons who escaped from that island 
in the helicopter. We better get to 
Washington quick. 



The Black Ghost goes to lower deck of the yacht to his room. 
The Black Ghost changes to Marquis. Marquis stands in his 
room looking at the ceiling. 

MARQUIS:



Who do these demons think they are. 
I’m tried of them all. 
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MARQUIS:(cont'd)

(MORE)

Why won’t they just stay in hell 
and leave mankind alone. It’s bad 
enough I have to keep fighting 
these monster but now they’re 
cloning humans. 

Marquis sits down on the bed and puts his head down.

MARQUIS:



Lord please give me the strength to 
keep fighting and never to give up. 
I don’t know why lord but I still 
feel like a failure.

The cross on Marquis chest begins to glow. Marquis looks down 
at the glowing cross on his chest. A golden light shines on 
Marquis and he falls to his knees.

MARQUIS:



This wonderful feeling that has 
come over me is powerful. It gives 
me the strength to never give up no 
matter how many demon of hell I 
must fight. 



INT. HELCORP BUILDING WASHINGTON. MORNING



The Black cloud appears in the lab at the Helcorp building 
and talks to the demon scientist.

DEMON SCIENTIST:
Dark lord everything is going well, 
we will be done with the last 
hundred clones next week.

DARK LORD:
Good I don't want anything to stop 
this plan. I will assure our 
victory by letting the evil beast 
in the prison under the lake of 
fire lose. The evil beast will 
destroy the Black Ghost once and 
for all.



DEMON SCIENTIST:
Master no, you can't release that 
thing it will kill demons and men 
alike for the pleasure of seeing 
death.

DARK LORD:
Fool silence for I am the master 
and you do as I say. 
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DARK LORD:(cont'd)If I can’t have the Black Ghost 
flesh to walk on earth than he 
shall die.

EXT. ECLIPSE. DAY



Ten generals walk with the twelve demon scientist wearing 
sunglasses to back of the Helcorp building. They stand around 
a pentagram on the ground. One thousand cloning chambers sit 
by the building. The demon scientist say a dark magic chant. 
The pentagram glows red. 

One thousand red glowing balls come out of the pentagram 
going into the clones. The cloning chamber doors opens up. 
The demons walk out of the chamber in Helcorp uniforms. Ten 
red glowing balls go into the generals. 



EXT. HILL OVER HELCORP BUILDING. DAY

The Black Ghost and the old couple stands next to the van on 
a hill watching. 



SHERRY:
We added a new weapons to your 
Black Ghost outfit. Your boots now 
have a button in them. When you 
push the button little knives stick 
out of the boots.



BLACK GHOST:



Thank you these will come in handy.

The Black Ghost runs down the hill and jumps over the fence 
surrounding the Helcorp building. The Black Ghost runs 
towards the demon scientist and generals. The cloned demon 
army steps in the path of the Black Ghost. The Black Ghost 
stops running to look at one thousand clones with red glowing 
eyes. 

The demon army runs at the Black Ghost. The FBI agents shot 
rocket launcher at the demon army. The rocket explodes in 
front of the demon clones. The FBI agents Phelps and Johnson 
leads other agent into the battle with the demon army. 



The agent shot guns at the demon army. The eclipse ends as 
the demon soldiers surround the Black Ghost and the FBI 
agents. The cross on the Black Ghost chest glows through his 
ninjas suit. A voice like thunder yells though the sky over 
the battle.

GOD: (V.O.)



Angels of heaven attack!
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Thousands of blue glowing balls with weapons float from the  
sky. The Angels join in the battle against the demon army. A 
giant glowing finger points down from out of the clouds and 
shots ten bolts of lighting. The ten bolts of lighting strike 
ten demons destroying their cloned flesh. Ten red glowing 
balls float in the air. 

EXT. CHASE THE SCIENTISTS. DAY



The demon scientist run into the Helcorp building. The Black 
Ghost chases them. The Black Ghost stops to see a giant ten 
foot creature with two wolf heads and four arms. The Evil 
beast’s two heads howls in the air.

EVIL BEAST 1:
Awooooooooooooo!

EVIL BEAST 2:



Awooooooooooooo!

Black Ghost looks into sky and yells.



BLACK GHOST:



Holy Spirit enlighten me!

A blue glowing ball with wings falls from the sky and goes 
inside the Black Ghost’s body. The Black Ghost runs at the 
speed of light, appears in front of the Evil Beast and jumps 
in the air with the sword raised over his head. The Evil 
beast slaps the Black Ghost with his left top paw. 

The Black Ghost falls to the ground. The Evil beast kicks the 
Black Ghost in his side. The Black Ghost body slides over top 
of the ground. The Black Ghost gets to his feet. The Black 
Ghost throws the sword at the evil beast. The Evil beast 
slaps the sword down with his right top paw. 

The sword falls sticking tip first into the ground. The Evil 
beast steps on the sword pushing it farther into the ground. 
The Evil beast runs at the Black Ghost. The Black Ghost hits 
the button in his boots and the knives stick out of the 
boots. The Black Ghost does a back flip making the knife 
stick into the evil beast left bottom arm. 

The Black Ghost hangs up side down from the evil beast’s arm. 
The Evil beast grabs the Black Ghost right leg pulling him 
out of his arm. The Evil beast drops Black Ghost and punts 
him like football.



EVIL BEAST 1:



We two our greatest warrior in all 
the world and hell. 
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EVIL BEAST 2:



This man will be no challenge for 
us two.

The Black Ghost fly’s through the air backwards and falls 
hard onto the ground. The Evil beast runs at the Black Ghost, 
stabs bottom set of claws in the Black Ghost shoulders and 
lifts him off the ground. The Evil beast punches the Black 
Ghost with the top set of paws in his face. 

The Evil beast grab the Black Ghost with top set of paws by 
the neck and lifts the Black Ghost over his head. The Evil 
beast slams the Black Ghost into the ground. The Black Ghost 
gets to his feet. The Black Ghost and the archangel channel 
their spiritual energy through out the Black Ghost body.



BLACK GHOST:



Ahhhhhhhhhhh!
ARCHANGEL:



Ahhhhhhhhhhhh!

A blue glowing ball surrounds Black Ghost’s body. 



BLACK GHOST:



Spiritual Explosion.

The Black Ghost releases the energy blast knocking the evil 
beast onto the ground and destroying the back part of the 
Helcorp building. The Black Ghost runs at the speed of light 
pulling the sword out of the ground.

BLACK GHOST:



This demon isn’t like the others. 
That energy blast should have 
destroy him. 



The Evil beast stands up and looks at the Black Ghost.  



EVIL BEAST 2:
You are a strong little critter but 
you will die by we two.



EVIL BEAST 1: 



Like all the other who have face us 
two. 



The sword of light fly’s from the Black Ghost’s hands. The 
sword fly’s in front of the evil beast two heads. The sword 
lets off the bright light from it’s blade. The Evil beast 
grabs his eyes on both heads and stumble around unable to 
see. The Black Ghost runs at the evil beast and jumps into 
the air opening his hand as the sword comes to it. 

The Evil beast catches the Black Ghost and bear hugs him with 
the bottom set of claws. 
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The Evil beast jumps into the air with The Black Ghost in his 
arms and falls on top of the Black Ghost smashing him into 
ground. The evil beast stand up and raises his hands in 
victory. The Black Ghost looks into the sky. 

BLACK GHOST:



God I tried to beat this beast but 
he is to strong. How can I fail you 
like this. My body is in to much 
pain to move.



The cross on the Black Ghost chest glows through his ninja 
outfit. Voice of kind beast yells to the Black Ghost.

KIND BEAST:



You Black Ghost don’t worry me 
coming so me help you. 



Down from the sky falls the spiritual form of the Kind beast 
in between the Black Ghost and the evil beast. The Kind beast 
gallops at The Evil beast and turns backwards doing a buck 
kick in the evil beast chin. The Evil beast falls on his 
back. 

The Kind beast raises his front legs and brings them down on 
the evil beast. The Evil beast catches the kind beast legs 
and uses his feet to flip the kind beast onto his back. The 
Evil beast stand up, grabs the kind beast off the ground and 
raises the kind beast over his head. The Evil beast slams the 
kind beast onto the ground. 

EVIL BEAST 1:



Kind beast do you think you could 
stop we two. 



EVIL BEAST 2:



Nothing can beat us two. 

ARCHANGEL:
Let see about that.

The Archangel jumps from the Black Ghost body in true form, a 
human with giant wings, opens his hand and the sword goes to 
it. The Archangel does a downward sword slash cutting the 
evil beast ear off of his left head. The Kind beast gets to 
his feet and does a buck kick in the evil beast stomach.



The Evil beast falls to one knee. The Kind beast bites the 
left shoulder of the evil beast and shakes him wildly. The 
Kind beast slams the evil beast to the ground and lifts his 
front legs to stomps down on the evil beast back. The dark 
lord’s hand in the form of a black cloud reaches through the 
ground and pulls the Evil beast down to Hell. 
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The Kind beast, archangel and blue glowing balls of angels 
fly’s into the air and vanishes. The demon scientist fly away 
in a helicopter. Thousands of red glowing balls float in the 
air and vanishes. The FBI agents run over to the Black 
Ghost’s body laying on the ground. 

They pick up the Black Ghost and carry him to the old 
couples’ van. The FBI agents talk with the old couple.

AGENT PHELPS:



I wonder if he’s going to be 
alright after fighting that giant 
monster. 



SHERRY:
I hope, he’ll be alright. Maybe if 
we take him home to rest then the 
Black Ghost will be as good as new.

AGENT JOHNSON:



If you guys ever need our help just 
call the FBI headquarters and we 
will come as fast as possible.



EXT. HELICOPTER. AFTERNOON



A black cloud appears on the helicopter and talks to the 
demon scientists.



DARK LORD:
How can this be possible for the 
Black Ghost to still be alive. This 
man isn’t like the other champion. 
He must be stop at all cost.



HEAD DEMON SCIENTIST:



Dark lord the Black Ghost may have 
stop us this time but we can always 
make more clone flesh and use 
mankind against the Black Ghost.



DARK LORD:
You’re right, we can keep making 
clone flesh. When I was feeding on 
the souls a man name Moe he knew of 
the Black Ghost before he died. All 
of this Black Ghost foolishness 
start in Akron, Ohio. Yes that’s it 
make the new Helcorp lab in Akron 
and surely he will come to stop us. 
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HEAD DEMON SCIENTIST:



We can use television to show the 
Black Ghost as a man who hates the 
world trying to stop us here at 
Helcorp from doing our job.

INT. GUN STORE AKRON. NIGHT



The old couple watches the news in their lab inside the gun 
store. A News reporter on television stands in front of the 
new Helcorp building in Akron with a demon scientist wearing 
sun glasses.



JACKIE OWENS:



This is Jackie Owens coming to you 
from the new Helcorp building in 
Akron, Ohio were the spoke person 
for Helcorp has some words about 
what happen to the old building and 
to the man they say is responsible 
for the attack.

DEMON SCIENTIST:
The Helcorp building was attacked 
by a terrorist who calls himself 
the Black Ghost.

The news shows the Helcorp building in Washington explode 
while the Black Ghost stands behind the building.



DEMON SCIENTIST:
We at Helcorp are scientists 
working on saving human lives by 
cloning human tissue to make human 
bodies so people will be able to 
get a new heart or a set of lungs 
when they need it instead of 
waiting on a list for organs to 
come available. We at Helcorp can't 
help the human race if a crazy man 
is out there trying to keep us from 
doing the work, so he must be 
stopped at all cost.

JACKIE OWENS:



That was the lead scientist from 
the Helcorp building.



The News reporter touches her ear piece.
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NEWS REPORTER:



This just in from the military, 
they have just told our producers 
that Helcorp is under the American 
governments protection and who ever 
try’s to attack or destroy the new 
Helcorp building will be punished 
by a military court. a reward of 
twenty thousand dollars has been 
offered for the capture of the one 
they call the Black Ghost. If any 
one see him please call the local 
police in your city because he is 
said to be dangerous, this is 
Jackie Owens coming live from 
channel three news.

INT. ROOM IN GUN STORE. NIGHT

Marquis is in the bed sleep when he has a dream standing in 
front of the Black Ghost.

MARQUIS:



What good is all of this training 
for if I couldn’t even beat that 
demon beast. I failed God and my 
son.



BLACK GHOST:



No Marquis we are not a failure.



MARQUIS:



Shut up Black Ghost what do you 
know. This pain inside my heart for 
my son hurts. 



BLACK GHOST:



I know the pain hurts inside 
because it is my son too. Marquis 
you must always remember our son 
and use that pain to stop any demon 
who tries to take over this world. 

MARQUIS:



Why must we keep fighting. Why 
can’t some one else be God’s 
champion and save mankind.
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INT. HELCORP BUILDING AKRON. DAY



A black cloud appears in the lab at the Helcorp building and 
talks with a demon scientist.

DARK LORD:
How far have you come to finishing 
the new cloned flesh?



DEMON SCIENTIST:
Dark lord we have made the new 
clone flesh a lot stronger because 
of the new liquid metal we 
introduced. The clone flesh is 
sword proof and we have made flying 
cameras to follow the Black Ghost.

DARK LORD:
That is good and how about the 
insect tissue mix with the humans. 

DEMON SCIENTIST:
We have finished the clone for the 
locust demon master.

DARK LORD:
Make sure you have those new flying 
cameras placed all around this city 
of Akron so the world doesn't miss 
a thing the Black Ghost does. Make 
a Helcorp building in China and 
begin making the clone army. The 
earth and everything in it shall be 
mine.



INT. GUN STORE AKRON. DAY

Marquis talks with the old couple in the lab inside the gun 
store.

SHERRY:
Marquis you are finally awake. How 
do you feel.



MARQUIS:



I feel pretty good. How long have I 
been sleep.

SHERRY:
For three months and Helcorp has 
moved their company here to Akron.
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MARQUIS:



What! It’s almost like these demons 
and trying to be funny or 
something.

JOSE:



We have made your new Black Ghost 
outfit and we believe it will be 
the greatest invention we have ever 
made. We have taken your ninja suit 
and made it of the same bullet 
proof material as before but we had 
to add some new technology to this 
one. The lenses that cover your 
eyes works on their own to help aid 
you in any time of the day. Lets 
say it is night the night vision 
would cut on so you can see in the 
dark and they also will keep the 
sword from blinding you with it’s 
bright light.

SHERRY:
The new sword case is clear this 
way the sword of light will always 
be able to watch over your back 
when you are traveling.



Jose cut the news onto the computer in the lab. Marquis and 
the old couple watches the news. A news reporter sits at a 
desk in the news room and talks.



SAM BODKINS:
This is Sam BODKINS coming to you 
live from the channel three news 
room where we have reports from all 
over the city today of a string of 
robbery that the police say makes 
no sense what so ever. They say the 
only thing that is missing is 
vegetation or any kind of plant 
life. They don't have any leads of 
yet but ask if any one knows 
anything to please contact them. 
This is Sam BODKINS with your 
morning report and remember you 
seen it first on channel three 
news.



The Old couple looks at Marquis and they all talk.
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JOSE: 
I bet this is the work of those 
demons again. 



MARQUIS:



Your right so tonight the Black 
Ghost will go to the Helcorp 
Building to put a end to this 
madness.



INT. HELCORP BUILDING AKRON. NIGHT

The Black Ghost walks up to the new Helcorp building and goes 
inside the building. The demon scientist all look at the 
Black Ghost. 

DEMON SCIENTIST:
We see you made it Black Ghost. We 
have some new technology to show 
you like the Helcorp flying 
cameras. That will fly around 
watching your every move.

The roof of the building opens up with ten flying cameras 
hovering over the Black Ghost. Ten demons in clone bodies 
wearing Helcorp uniforms walk towards the Black Ghost. The 
Black Ghost punches the demon 1 in the nose.

BLACK GHOST:



Ouch that demon’s skin is hard as 
metal.

The demon punches slowly at the Black Ghost. The Black Ghost 
side step the blow. The Black Ghost pulls the sword from the 
clear case and does a sideward slash in the demon side. The 
sound of cling echoes through out the lab. The demon back 
hands the Black Ghost. The Black Ghost falls on his back. The 
Black Ghost gets to his feet and channels the monster inside 
through out his body. 



BLACK GHOST:



Ahhhhhhhhhh!



A blue glowing ball surrounds the Black Ghost.



BLACK GHOST:



Spiritual Explosion.

The Black Ghost releases the energy ball destroying the 
Helcorp Building. The demons falls to the ground. The demons 
slowly get to their feet. 
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The demons all walk towards the Black Ghost. The Black Ghost 
runs at the demons, jumps in air and does a downward slash on 
the demon 2 head. 



The sound of cling echoes through out the air. The Black 
Ghost lands on his feet. The demon 2 punches the Black Ghost 
in his chest making him fall on his back. The demons surround 
the Black Ghost. The Black Ghost channels the monster inside 
through out his body.



BLACK GHOST:



Ahhhhhhh! Buddhas defense ball



A blue glowing ball surrounds him. The demons punch and kick 
the ball of energy. The sword lets off the bright light from 
it’s blade filling the area with blinding light. The demons 
cover their eyes. The Black Ghost releases the ball of 
glowing energy. 

BLACK GHOST:



Spiritual Explosion!

The demons all fall to the floor. The Black Ghost looks into 
the sky. 



BLACK GHOST:
Lord please help me because these 
demons can’t be hurt by steel or 
energy blast.



The cross on the Black Ghost’s chest glows through his ninja 
suit. Ten bolts of lighting falls from the sky going in the 
demons mouths. The demons shake wildly and exploded. Red 
glowing balls floated in the air. The Black Ghost gets to his 
feet and runs outside after the demon scientist. 



The demon scientist fly off in a new silver craft they 
invented. The Black Ghost watches them fly off. The Locust 
demon master walks up behind the Black Ghost. The Black Ghost 
turns around. The Locust demon master punches the Black Ghost 
in his mouth. 



The Black Ghost falls on his back. The locust demon runs off. 
The Black Ghost gets to his feet and chases the demon. 



EXT. Y BRIDGE. NIGHT

The Locust demon master runs to middle of a bridge shaped 
like letter Y next to St. Thomas hospital and stops. The 
Black Ghost runs after the locust demon and stops.
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LOCUST DEMON MASTER:



Humans from run don’t I. You 
destroy will I.

The Black Ghost and the locust demon stares at each other. 
The Black Ghost throws the sword at the locust demon, the 
sword fly’s at locust demon and does a downward slash. The 
Locust demon blocks the sword with his staff. The Black Ghost 
rams his shoulder into the locust demon stomach. 



The Locust demon fly’s through the air backwards into side of 
the bridge. The Black Ghost opens his hand and the sword 
comes back to it. The Locust demon gets to his feet and runs 
at the Black Ghost. The Black Ghost jumps in the air with the 
sword raised over his head to do a downward sword slash. 



The locust demon does a back flip kick into the Black Ghost’s 
chin. The Black Ghost fly’s backwards through the air into 
the side of the bridge. The Black Ghost almost falls over the 
side of the bridge but gains his balance.



LOCUST DEMON MASTER:



Edge over jump Black Ghost and 
favor do.



BLACK GHOST:



Wow! I better be a lot more 
careful.  I’ll throw you over the 
edge demon.

The Locust demon runs towards the Black Ghost, jumps and 
lifts the staff over his head. The sword fly’s from the Black 
Ghost hands, stops in front of the Locust demons face and 
lets the bright light off from it’s blade. 

LOCUST DEMON MASTER: 



See can’t eyes my!



The Black Ghost gets to his feet and does a jumping uppercut 
punch into the Locust demon’s chin knocking him over the 
bridge. A Red light flashes from under the bridge. The Bridge 
starts to shake wildly. 

EXT. UNDER BRIDGE. NIGHT

The Locust demon in his true form half man half grasshopper 
swings his staff into the bridges support beams. The bridge 
falls apart on the part the Black Ghost is standing. The 
Black Ghost is falling toward the ground. The cross on the 
Black Ghost chest starts to glow through his ninja outfit. 
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A hand of golden light catches the Black Ghost and safely 
places him onto the ground. 

LORD: (V.O.)



I will protect you always for you 
are the champion of my father and 
all of heaven is proud of you Black 
Ghost. Now send this demon to hell 
were he belongs!

BLACK GHOST:



I will not fail you lord! Holy 
Spirit enlighten me.

A Blue glowing ball with wings falls from the sky going 
inside the Black Ghost’s body. The Locust demon throws his 
staff hitting the Black Ghost in his face. The Locust demon 
runs at the Black Ghost grabbing him in a bear hug and jumps 
with the Black Ghost in his arms into the air.



LOCUST DEMON MASTER:



Higher fight this take let.

The Locust demon flaps his wings pushes his self higher into 
the air and does a front flip throwing the Black Ghost onto 
the ground. The Locust demon drops from the air on top of the 
Black Ghost’s stomach with both feet. The Locust demon looks 
down at the Black Ghost and spits a black liquid on the Black 
Ghost lenses.



BLACK GHOST:



I can’t see anything.



The Locust demon steps onto the ground, grabs the Black 
Ghost’s legs, swings him in a circle and lets go of the Black 
Ghost’s legs. The Black Ghost fly’s through the air into the 
broken bridge on the ground. The Black Ghost slowly gets to 
his feet as he stumbles around blind. The Locust demon runs 
at the Black Ghost.  



ARCHANGEL: (V.O.)
Watch out he’s running right at 
you.



The Black Ghost hits the button in his boots and the knives 
come out of the them. The Black Ghost listen at the locust 
demons foot steps get closer. The Black Ghost does a back 
flip making the knife in the boot cut the locust demon’s 
chin. The Locust demon falls backwards onto the ground. The 
Black Ghost talks.
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BLACK GHOST:



I can see again and the lord ask me 
to send you back to hell demon and 
I won’t fail him.



The Black Ghost walks over to the locust demon and step on 
his face. The Archangel, the sword and the Black Ghost 
channel their spiritual energy together through out the Black 
Ghost’s body. 



BLACK GHOST:



Ahhhhhhhhhh!
ARCHANGEL:



Ahhhhhhhhhhh!

A blue and gold glowing ball surround all four of them.



BLACK GHOST:



Spiritual Explosion.

The Black Ghost releases the ball destroying the Locust 
demon. A red glowing ball floats in the air. The Archangel 
goes back into the sky. Police sirens echo through out the 
air. The Black Ghost runs as two Helcorp flying cameras 
hovers over top of him. 

The Black Ghost throws the sword at the cameras and the sword 
spins like a saw blade destroying the two cameras. The Black 
Ghost opens his hands and the sword comes to it. The Black 
Ghost runs into the shadows under the bridge.     



INT. GUN STORE. NIGHT



The old couple looks at the Black Ghost with sad faces and 
talks to him.



JOSE:



Helcorp has been sending footage to 
the news from those flying cameras 
and the world sees you as a threat 
who should be killed on site. The 
military has moved in taking 
control of the city and have orders 
to stop you at any cost.

SHERRY:
They showed you destroying the 
Helcorp building and blamed you for 
the bridge also. We better get you 
out of America quick so in the 
morning we’re going to leave for 
the yacht.
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BLACK GHOST:



I should have know this was a trap. 
Now the world hates me.



The Black Ghost walks to his room with his head hung low in 
the gun store. The Black Ghost become Marquis. Marquis sits 
on his bed 

MARQUIS:



First I lose my son and now the 
people I try to help sees me as a 
threat. No matter what I do, things 
always gets mess up. I should just 
quit and never let the Black Ghost 
return ever again. 

Marquis lays down on his bed and falls asleep. Marquis has a 
dream he is talking with blue glowing form of master Soi 
Chon.



MASTER SOI CHON:
Marquis my student why are you so 
hard on yourself.



MARQUIS:



Master Soi Chon is that really you.

MASTER SOI CHON:
Yes it’s me in the spiritual form. 
If you stop fighting the demons 
then all of mankind will be slaves. 
The demons would rule over the 
earth.

MARQUIS:



The world all hates me now.

MASTER SOI CHON:
Even if the world hates you it is 
your duty as a Buddhas ninja to 
fight the evils in the world. But 
more then that you are a champion 
of God and he is proud of you 
Marquis. Now get ready to go and 
send those demons back to hell.



INT. HELCORP BUILDING CHINA. DAY



A black cloud appears in the lab at the Helcorp building and 
talks with a demon scientist.
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DARK LORD:
Now that our plan has made the 
Black Ghost look like the world 
most hated enemy we can get started 
on making clone flesh in China. 
Tell the leader of China we would 
like him and his generals to come 
see the new technology you have 
made and let them know we would 
like to host a tournament of 
fighters in their country. This way 
I can find a man with a soul 
stronger enough to let me walk the 
earth again. The new flesh was very 
strong as the Black Ghost showed 
angrier when his sword couldn't 
destroy the clones so make the 
metal clone flesh for the jackal 
demons master. 

DEMON SCIENTIST:
Dark lord I will tell the other to 
make cloned flesh for the Jackal 
demon master  and get in touch with 
the Chinese government right away. 

EXT. YACHT. MORNING

The yacht sails up to another boat. A pentagram of fire burns 
on the water next to the boat. Six adults with red glowing 
eyes stare at Marquis. 



MARQUIS:



What demons out here on the seas. 
Can’t I go any where with out these 
pest starting trouble.



Marquis jumps onto the other boat. Five demons surround 
Marquis. Marquis does jumping spin kick against all the  
demons faces. The demons fall onto to the boat. Marquis runs 
at the sixth demon.

WATER DEMON MASTER:



Skeeeeeeee! Water ball destruction! 

The demon forms a ball of water over his hand and throws the 
ball of water into Marquis’s stomach. Marquis fly’s through 
the air backwards into side of the boat. The Sixth demon 
jumps and lands on the sail pole. The Five demons get to 
their feet. Marquis gets to his feet. Jose yells to his wife.
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JOSE:



Dear we got demons on the open sea. 
Bring the weapons case quick.



Sherry has the weapons case and come from the lower deck of 
yacht as the sword follow behind her. Sherry opens the weapon 
case and throws Jose a grenade launcher. Jose yells to 
Marquis.



JOSE:



Marquis you better finds some 
cover.

Marquis looks over at Jose. Marquis channels the monster 
inside through out his body.

FATHER:
Ahhhhhhhhhh! Buddhas defense ball.

A blue glowing ball of energy surrounds Marquis. Jose fires 
the weapon at the demons. A metal ball shots out of the 
weapon over top of the demons. The metal balls explodes into 
sharp metal crosses. The sharp crosses go into the five 
demons. Five red glowing balls float over top of the boat. 
The Water demon master jumps from pole onto the boat deck 
clapping his hands.

WATER DEMON MASTER:



Not bad, you be, God’s new, 
champion. The other, demon master, 
failed but, I will, destroy you. 

The Water demon pulls a club from off of his back. Marquis 
opens his hand and the sword comes to it. 

INT. HELCORP BUILDING CHINA. EVENING

The demon scientist talks on the phone to a Chinese general.

DEMON SCIENTIST:
Hello generals of China, we at 
Helcorp are proud to do are 
research in your find country as we 
would like for you and the head 
leader of your country to come see 
this great technology that we have 
to offer. We know that this 
technology will help all of mankind 
but can give your armies the upper 
hand in any war, so please come out 
to watch how the technology works.
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GENERAL: 



We will all be honored to come see 
this new technology that Helcorp 
has to offer and I hope are country 
can work together with Helcorp to 
make your research better.

DEMON SCIENTIST:
We would also like to host a 
tournament here at the Helcorp 
building for any fighter around the 
world who would like to come and 
show their skills on the same day.

GENERAL: 



That sound like a wonderful idea 
and this will show the people of 
China how the military is on their 
side.



The demon scientist hangs up the phone as the black cloud 
appears in the lab and talks.

DARK LORD:
Now that you have the generals 
coming to the tournament I want a 
pentagram under ten fighting rings 
and when the last fight ends say 
the dark magic chants to open the 
portal releasing the demon 
brothers. Now go prepare everything 
for the tournament. 

DEMON SCIENTIST:
Yes dark lord.



EXT. YACHT. AFTERNOON



Marquis runs at the water demon. The Water demon spits black 
ink out of his mouth on the deck. Marquis slides towards the 
water demon. The Water demon does a uppercut swing with his 
club into Marquis’s chin. Marquis fly’s through the air 
backwards into the side of the boat. 



The Water demon runs at Marquis and grabs his arm pulling 
Marquis off the deck into a clothes line. Marquis falls onto 
the deck of the boat. The Water demon spits ink in Marquis 
face.



MARQUIS:



My eyes are burning. I can’t see 
anything.
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WATER DEMON MASTER:



That hurts, real bad, didn’t it, 
champion.  Here a, little bit, more 
pain, for you.  

The Water demon kicks Marquis in his side. Marquis slides 
across the deck into the side of the boat. The sword fly’s 
from Marquis’s hand and lets off the bright light from it’s 
blade in the water demon’s face.



WATER DEMON MASTER:



My Eyes. Skeeeee.



The Water demon drops the club grabbing his eyes. The sword 
does a upward sword slash into the water demon’s chin. The 
Water demon fly’s up into the air. The sword spins like a saw 
blade after the water demon cutting his body in half from his 
feet to his head. 



The water demons body parts falls into the ocean. A red light 
flashes under the water next to the boat. Marquis gets to his 
feet as the sword fly’s in front of him. Marquis can see and 
grabs the sword in his hand. The boat starts to shake as the 
Water demon in true form half squid half man explodes from 
the bottom of the boat landing on deck. 



The sea water shots through the hole in the boat. The boat 
starts to slowly sink. Marquis looks into the sky yelling.       

MARQUIS:



Holy Spirit enlighten me!

A blue glowing ball with wings drops from the sky and goes 
inside Marquis’s body. Marquis runs at the speed of light 
towards the water demon, appears in front of him and does a 
front sword thrust in the water demons stomach. The Water 
demons tentacle like hair stings Marquis on the neck and 
punches him with a right hook in the jaw. Marquis drops the 
sword and falls on the deck unable to move.

MARQUIS:



I can’t move. There is no feeling 
in my body. How can I fight back.

The water demon grabs Marquis of the deck by his pants and 
arm as he lifts Marquis over his head throwing him in ocean. 
Marquis starts to sink. The Water demon dives into the ocean. 

EXT. UNDER WATER AFTERNOON



The Water demon swims fast after Marquis and punches him in 
the stomach with both fist. 
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The Water demon raises the club over his head and hits 
Marquis on top of the head. Marquis sinks further down into 
the ocean. The Water demon swims past Marquis grabbing his 
foot and pulling Marquis further down into the ocean. 

The Archangel in true form jumps from Marquis’s body and 
opens his hand.

EXT. SWORD COMING. AFTERNOON

The sword floats off of the boat deck and spins like a saw 
blade into the ocean. The sword goes into archangel’s hand. 
The Archangel swim at the speed of light, appears in path of 
the water demon and does a uppercut slash of the sword 
against the water demon’s head. 



The Archangel grabs Marquis by the arm to swims at the speed 
of light and jumps from the ocean into the air spreading his 
giant wings that block out the sun. The Archangel lands onto 
the sinking boat that is almost under water. The Archangel 
goes back inside of Marquis’s body. Marquis prays.

MARQUIS:



Lord please up us.



The cross on Marquis’s chest glows. A giant iceberg came 
floating in the ocean. Marquis throws the sword at the 
iceberg. The sword spins like a saw blade and cuts the top 
off of the iceberg off. Marquis jumps from the sinking boat 
and catches the sword in his hand as he lands on the iceberg. 

The Water demon jumps out of the ocean onto the iceberg. 
Marquis runs at the speed of light towards the water demon to 
appears in front of him and jumps with the sword raised over 
his head. The Water demon throws his club at Marquis. The 
club hits Marquis in the chin making him fall onto the 
iceberg. 



The Water demon runs at Marquis as the club comes to his hand 
and does a downward swing of the club into Marquis’s stomach. 
The Archangel jumps from Marquis’s body in his true form and 
opens his hand as the sword goes into it. The Archangel spins 
his body in a circle at the speed of light forming a tornado. 

ARCHANGEL:
Ahhhhhhhhh! Spinning angel rage!



The Water demon is such into the tornado as the sword chops  
the water demon into pieces. A red glowing ball floats in the 
middle of the tornado. The Archangel stops spinning and lets 
the sword go. The sword goes to Marquis’s hand. The Archangel 
fly’s into the sky. 
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The yacht pulls up beside the iceberg and Marquis jumps onto 
the yacht. The yacht sails off. Marquis stands on the upper 
deck of the yacht looking at the water.



MARQUIS:



No matter where or what I do these 
demons just keep coming back. I’m 
so tried of fighting them.

EXT. SWORD MAKER CAVE. MORNING

Marquis climbs the Kunlun mountain. Marquis sees an old Asian 
man sixty five years old walking into a cave. Marquis walks 
into the cave. The old man sits by a fire.

MENG SING:
Sit down young man I am Meng Sing 
and all are welcome here. I’m the 
swords maker and you must be lost.

MARQUIS:



No I’m on my way to the Buddhas 
temple and my name is Marquis 
Malone.

The sword fly’s from it’s clear case on Marquis’s back and 
lands on the sword makers lap. The sword maker picks the 
sword up by it’s handle.

MENG SING:
This sword is amazing and the 
craftsmanship is unlike anything 
I’ve ever seen. May I sharpen its 
blade with my special skills.



MARQUIS:



You will have to ask the sword 
that.



The sword lets off the bright light from it’s blade.

MARQUIS:



That means yes.

The sword maker puts the sword blade into the fire. The sword 
maker places the sword on a anvil. The sword maker beats the 
sword’s blade with a hammer.
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EXT. BLESSING OF SWORD. EVENING



The sword maker lays the sword on a table and pours water 
over top of it. The sword maker gets on his knees and pray.



MENG SING:
Dear great creator of all bless 
this sword with your wonderful 
spirit.

A golden light shines onto the sword. The sword fly’s to the 
sword maker’s hand letting off the bright light from it’s 
blade. The swords maker jumps in air, raises the sword over 
his head and does a downward slash into the anvil cutting it 
in half.



MENG SING:
The sword now can cut through metal 
with a strong enough attack.



MARQUIS:



Thank you Meng Sing the great 
swords maker. I must be on my way 
to the temple.



MENG SING:
I will join you Marquis in your 
travels. For I heard of the 
tournament so I wanted to take 
these weapons to the temple to help 
the new master, Sonny.



Meng Sing grabs a bag of weapons off the ground in a corner 
of the cave. Marquis and Meng Sing walks out of the cave.



EXT. TEMPLE. EVENING

Marquis and Meng Sing walks into the temple main yard. Fifty 
students practice their fighting techniques. Master Sonny a 
twenty four year old man sees Marquis and runs to him.

MASTER SONNY:



You came back.



MARQUIS:



I told you I’ll be back and this 
here is Meng Sing the great swords 
maker.
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MENG SING:
It is a pleasure to finally meet 
the young master who filled the 
Buddhas temple with students again.

MASTER SONNY:



It is nice to meet you Meng Sing. 
Student come and meet master 
Marquis or the Buddhas ninja 
greatest warrior.



The students all stop practicing and surrounds Marquis. A 
female student walks in front of Marquis and talks.

STUDENT:



That’s not Marquis were is your 
mask with the funny lenses. That is 
to scare the evil in the world 
away.



MARQUIS:



I have it in my back pack. Is this 
one of the teenager I sent for you 
to train. Wow they have all grown 
up to be men and women now.

MATER SONNY:



Student there will be plenty of 
time for you to talk with master 
Marquis later now practice your 
techniques.

The students all start practicing their fighting techniques. 
Marquis and master Sonny walks and sit on a bench in the 
temple yard. Master Sonny talks with Marquis. 



MASTER SONNY: 



The student have been looking 
forward to this tournament at the 
Helcorp building.



Marquis put his head down and talks.

MARQUIS:



Helcorp is a company ran by demons. 
All this time I’ve been gone is 
because of fighting that company 
Helcorp. The demon have learned how 
to clone humans to make a army for 
all of hell to take over mankind. 
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(MORE)

MASTER SONNY:



I’m glad to see you’ve made it back 
in one piece after fighting demons 
for so long. I will tell the 
students that we can’t join the 
tournament.

MARQUIS:



No, let the student join the 
tournament. This way I can be there 
ready to send those demons back to 
hell. 

MASTER SONNY:



The Buddhas ninja clan will be by 
your side to help send the demons 
back to hell. We all need to gets 
some rest, to be ready for 
tomorrow. Students it is time to 
rest for the day. 



The students all run into the temple. Master Sonny, Meng Sing 
and Marquis walks in the temple after the students.

INT. TEMPLE. NIGHT



Marquis is in his bed and has a dream. Marquis stands and 
talks with the Black Ghost and the monster inside.



MARQUIS:



I didn’t ask to be the person who 
has to save mankind.

MONSTER INSIDE:
Marquis you are weak. Wasn’t you 
who said we would work together to 
make are son proud. Now you want to 
stop being God’s champion.

BLACK GHOST:



What about all the people in the 
world who needs us Marquis.

MARQUIS:



I don’t care any more. I can’t take 
it. I was just a simple factory 
worker, not a hero.

MONSTER INSIDE:
You coward, stop thinking about 
yourself. 
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MONSTER INSIDE:(cont'd)If saving the world will make our 
son proud then you or nothing else 
will stop us from doing it.

BLACK GHOST:



Marquis you made a promise to God 
and our son to fight the demons no 
matter what the cost will be. Get 
yourself together Marquis we need 
you.



EXT. TEMPLE. MORNING

The Buddhas ninja clan stands in the temple main yard. Meng 
Sing reaches in the bag and hands them all weapons. The 
Buddhas ninja clan lead by master Sonny, Marquis and Meng 
Sing walks through the temple gates.

INT. HELCORP BUILDING. AFTERNOON



The demon scientist stands in the Helcorp lab with five 
generals on a pentagram. The demon scientist says a dark 
magic chant. The pentagram glows red as five glowing red 
balls goes inside of the generals.

A black cloud appears in the Helcorp lab and talks.

DARK LORD:
Demon generals go and bring one 
thousand soldier from the Chinese 
army here to the Helcorp building. 
Demon scientists when the time 
comes after the last battle you 
will open the portal letting the 
jackal demon and demon brothers 
free.



The demon generals run out of the Helcorp lab and the demon 
scientist begin working on computers. 



EXT. HELCORP TOURNAMENT. MORNING



The Buddhas ninja clan walks over to the sign up table. Two 
demon scientist sits at the sign up table with lab top 
computers. Marquis looks around to see Chinese soldier 
standing around the Helcorp building. The Buddhas ninja clan 
walks over to the bleachers and sits down. 

The head demon scientist walks in front of a large screen on 
the back of the Helcorp building and talks.
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HEAD DEMON SCIENTIST:



Thank you great fighters from 
around the world for coming to this 
tournament. Above me is a screen 
telling every fighter what ring and 
who you will face. When this horn 
sounds

(Horn)



It means it is time for a match to 
began. You have five minutes to 
enter the ring or you will be 
disqualified. The winner of the 
tournament will receive a one 
million dollar cash prize. Now let 
the tournament began.



(Horn)



Twenty names show on the screen. Twenty fighters run to the 
rings. In ring one a American man fights a Russian man. The 
Russian man picks the American man up over his head and slams 
the American over his knee braking the American mans back.



(Horn)



EXT. RING TWO. MORNING



A Chinese man jumped off the ground and does a windmill kick 
knocking the Japanese man out of the ring.

(Horn)



EXT. RING THREE. MORNING

A Iranian man punches a India man in the chest. The India man 
falls onto the ring. The Iranian man jumps into the air and 
does a front flip landing feet first on the man from India 
chest.

(Horn)



EXT. RING FOUR. MORNING



A African man bites the noise off of a New Zealand man.
(Horn)



EXT. RING FIVE. AFTERNOON

A Poland man punches a man from Turkey in his Adams apple 
living him on the ground gasping for breath.

(Horn)
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EXT. RING SIX. AFTERNOON

A man from Nigeria jumps into the air and brings his elbow 
down on a man from Cairo face. 



(Horn)



EXT. RING SEVEN. EVENING

A man from Fiji does a round house kick at a man from Berlin. 
The man from Berlin catches the kick on his shoulder and drop 
to his knees breaking the man from Fiji’s leg.



(Horn)



EXT. RING EIGHT. EVENING

A Buddhas ninja student kicks a man from Oman in the stomach, 
grabs the man by back of his head and does a jumping knee in 
man from Oman face.

(Horn)



EXT. RING NINE. EVENING



A man from Pakistan pokes a man from Greenland in the eyes. 
The man from Greenland holds his eyes with both hands. The 
man from Pakistan stomps the side of the man from Greenland 
right knee breaking it in half.



(Horn)



EXT. RING TEN. EVENING



A man from Australia try’s to pick up a man from Honolulu. 
The man from Honolulu pushes the man from Australia onto the 
ground and jumps into the air on top of the man from 
Australia doing a belly splash.



(Horn)



INT. HELCORP LAB. NIGHT



Eleven Demon scientists surrounds the head demon scientist.



DEMON SCIENTIST:
We are tried of waiting to open the 
portal to set are demon brothers 
free to take flesh.
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HEAD DEMON SCIENTIST:



All of you here know what the dark 
lord’s plan is and we are going to 
stick to the plan because if any 
one of you mess this up you can 
believe you will never again feel 
flesh to walk around earth.

DEMON SCIENTIST:
We are tried of you thinking that 
you run us so maybe we should 
destroy your flesh and send you 
back to hell.



HEAD DEMON SCIENTIST:



Now wait brothers I don't think you 
have to send me back to hell so go 
ahead and say the dark chants right 
now if you want, just leave my 
flesh alone.



Eleven demon scientist stand in the lab saying a dark magic 
chants. The head demon scientist stands in a corner of the 
lab watching the others.

EXT. OUTSIDE. NIGHT

A red glow comes from under the fighting rings. Thousands of 
red glowing balls go into the Helcorp building. The door 
lifts up on the Helcorp building. Thousands of clones in 
Helcorp uniforms with red glowing eyes march out of the door. 
The People start running away.



Marquis jumps behind the bleacher and becomes the Black 
Ghost. The Black Ghost runs to the microphone.



BLACK GHOST:



Great fighters from around the 
world these soldier are demons 
coming to destroy us and take over 
the world. Don’t run away but stand 
and prove that you are the greatest 
fighters in the world. Any one with 
red glowing eyes is a demon so 
attack them. 



The Fighter around the world all run at the cloned demon 
army. The demon clones fight with the fighters from around 
the world. The Black Ghost runs into the Helcorp building. 
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INT. HELCORP LAB. NIGHT



A chambers doors opens as a clone with red glowing eyes step 
out with claws for finger nails. The Black Ghost pulls out 
the sword, runs at the Jackal demon, jumps into the air and 
does a downward sword slash. The Jackal demon blocks the blow 
with his metal claws. 



The Jackal demon stabs his claws into the Black Ghost’s 
shoulders, lifts the Black Ghost off the ground and throws 
the Black Ghost behind him. The Black Ghost falls onto his 
back. The Jackal demon turns around and jumps into the air.



The sword fly’s out of the Black Ghost hands and spins like a 
saw blade into the Jackal demons metal stomach. The Jackal 
demon falls to the ground. The Black Ghost gets to his feet, 
opens his hand and the sword goes into it.   

EXT. OUTSIDE. NIGHT

The fighters from all around the world are winning the 
battle. As red glowing balls float in the air. The red 
glowing balls go into the Chinese soldier. The soldiers 
around the Helcorp building start to attack the fighters from 
around the world.



MASTER SONNY:



Buddhas ninjas get between the 
soldier and the fighters from 
around the world. 



The Buddhas ninja clan stands in path of the soldiers with 
red glowing eyes. They all channel their spiritual energy 
through out their bodies as fifty one blue glowing ball of 
energy surrounds them.



BUDDHAS NINJA CLAN:



Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh! Spiritual 
Explosion.

At the same time the Buddhas ninja clan release the energy 
balls destroying the soldiers. Red glowing balls float in the 
air. The Black Ghost fly’s out of the door backwards onto the 
ground. The Jackal demon runs out of the door after the Black 
Ghost. 

The Black Ghost throws the sword at the Jackal demon and the 
sword spins like a saw blade into the Jackal demon’s legs. 
The Jackal demon falls onto his face. The Black Ghost gets to 
his feet, opens his hand and the sword goes into it. The 
Black Ghost yells into the sky.
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BLACK GHOST:



Holy Spirit enlighten me!

A blue glowing balls with wings drops from the sky and goes 
inside the Black Ghost. The Jackal demon gets to his feet. 
The Black Ghost and Jackal demon stare at each other. 

JACKAL DEMON MASTER:



The archangel won’t be able to save 
you Black Ghost. I’m going to still 
kill you.



The Jackal demon runs at the Black Ghost and does a front 
flip over him. The Jackal demon spins around stabbing his 
claws into the Black Ghost back. The Jackal demon lifts the 
Black Ghost into the air and bring the Black Ghost down over 
his knee. 

The Black Ghost falls onto the ground. The Jackal demon jumps 
into the air and does a front flip with his claws leading the 
way down. Meng Sing lays over the Black Ghost body. The 
Jackal demon’s claws stab into Meng Sing’s back.    

BLACK GHOST:
No, Not another person I couldn’t 
save. No, demon this is your fault. 
I will send you back to hell no 
matter what!



The jackal demon lifts Meng Sing’s dead body into the air 
over his head and slam Meng Sing onto the ground. The Black 
Ghost gets to his feet. The Archangel,the sword and the Black 
Ghost channel their spiritual energy together through out his 
body. 

BLACK GHOST:



Ahhhhhhhhhhh!
ARCHANGEL:



Ahhhhhhhhhhh!

The cross on the Black Ghost chest glows as the Holy Spirit 
shines it’s golden light onto the Black Ghost. The Holy 
Spirit channel itself through out the Black Ghost’s body. The 
Black Ghost is encased in a golden energy. The Black Ghost 
runs at the speed of light, jumps in air with sword raised 
over his head and appear doing a downward sword slash. The 
Jackal demon raises his claws to block the blow.



BLACK GHOST:



Holy Spirit unstoppable rage 
attack!

The sword shines the bright light from it’s blade as it cuts 
through the metal claws and then the Jackal demon’s metal 
body. A red light surrounds the clone body and vanishes. 
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The Jackal demon stands in his true form half jackal half man 
with claws like swords for finger nails. 



The Jackal demon stabs his claws into the Black Ghost chest, 
lifts the Black Ghost in front of him to bite the Black 
Ghost’s shoulder, shakes the Black Ghost wildly in mouth and 
throws the Black Ghost up in the air. The Jackal demon jumps 
into the air, stabs his claws into the Black Ghost’s back and 
throws him onto the ground. 

The Jackal demon drops from the air and lands with both feet 
on the Black Ghost chest. The Jackal demon channels his 
spiritual energy through out his body to be encased in a red 
glowing energy. 

JACKAL DEMON MASTER:



Wrrfffffffffffffff! Dark claw 
attack!

The Jackal demon stabs his claws into the Black Ghost’s chest 
and pulls the claws out leaving a red energy form of the 
claws in the Black Ghost’s chest. The Jackal demon does back 
flip off of the Black Ghost as the energy claws explode.

BLACK GHOST:



Ouch. I’ve had enough of this 
demon.

The Black Ghost throws the sword at the jackal demon as the 
archangel in his true form jumps from the Black Ghost body to 
moves at the speed of light and grab the sword in hand. The 
Black Ghost channels the monster inside through out his body. 

BLACK GHOST:



Ahhhhhhhhhhhh! Claws of energy.



The Black Ghost is encased in blue glowing energy as the 
claws of energy form over his hands. The Archangel appears in 
front of the jackal demon and does a upper cut sword slash 
against the jackal demon’s chest. The Jackal demon fly’s into 
the air. 



The Black Ghost jumps into the air stabbing the claws of 
energy into the jackal demon’s stomach and throws the jackal 
demon down towards the ground. 



The Jackal demon falls onto the ground. The Black Ghost falls 
from the air to land on the jackal demon’s chest with both 
feet, opens his hand and the sword comes to his hand as the 
archangel goes back inside the Black Ghost. 

The Black Ghost stabs the sword into the jackal demon’s neck. 
The Archangel and the Black Ghost channel their spiritual 
energy together through out the Black Ghost’s body.
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BLACK GHOST:



Ahhhhhhhhhhhhh!
ARCHANGEL:



Ahhhhhhhhhhhhh!

A blue glowing ball of energy surrounds all four.



BLACK GHOST:



Spiritual Explosion!

The Black Ghost releases the energy ball destroying the 
jackal demon’s true form. A red glowing ball floats in the 
air. 



BLACK GHOST:



Send this message to all of hell’s 
army for me. No matter where you 
demons pop up in the world I will 
be ready to send you back to hell.

The Black Ghost turn and runs at the Helcorp building.  



BLACK GHOST:



This will never be over until those 
demon scientist are destroyed.



The Helcorp flying cameras hover around the building. As the 
Black Ghost gets close to the building the flying cameras 
shoots beams of energy at him. The Black Ghost rolls out of 
the way of the energy beams. The Helcorp building shakes as  
a sliver flying craft comes out the roof of the Helcorp 
building. 

The silver flying craft fly’s up into the air. The Black 
Ghost looks into the air at flying craft.



BLACK GHOST:



Those demon scientist will be back 
and I made a promise to God and my 
son to fight these demons until 
they all are sent back to hell. A 
Buddhas ninja never backs a 
promise.



The silver flying craft vanishes into the clouds.



INT. FLYING CRAFT. SPACE

The Flying craft hover over earth in space. The demon 
scientists and one of the demon general stand in the control 
room of the flying craft. A black cloud appears on the flying 
craft.
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DARK LORD:
You fools have mess up a perfect 
plan by being so impatient. One of 
the fighters could have had a soul 
strong enough for me to walk the 
earth. Instead I’m still stuck as 
the form of a cloud why you all 
have warm human flesh and that 
Black Ghost keeps stopping my plans 
of world takeover. Why want he just 
die!



DEMON SCIENTIST:
Dark lord I told them to wait but 
they threaten to destroy my flesh 
if I didn't do what they said.



DARK LORD:
I don't want to hear about how you 
only wanted to save your own flesh. 
I have been feeding on the human’s 
soul to learn of how they worry 
about other life forms coming to 
take over the earth, so you will 
make the clones look like something 
from out of space. This will let 
Helcorp use our technology to save 
mankind and help place their trust 
in us. The world better be ready 
for the Rise of Helcorp! Ha ha haw! 

A blue glowing ball with wings and red glowing ball with 
faces carry giant scroll onto the screen. Scroll reads, 
“Coming Soon The Unholy Stalker II (The Rise of Helcorp) and 
this time evil will win.”


